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,° VERDICT FOR $1,000;
NOT FOR $25,000
1• 4
Was the Result of the Worten's Suit
Againg the Re-zister
ELEVEN DAYS CONSUMED IN THE TRIAL OF THE CASE
WHICH WAS THE OUTGROWTH OF THE MANY CHAIN
0 GANG SUITS 4GAINST THE CITY IS WHICH THE REGIS-g
•
TER TOOK THE SIDE OF THE TAX PAYERS.
•
•
THE CASE WILL BE APPEALED BY NEWSPAPER
Yesterday the jury at Smithland, Stone at Smithland, although they
in the case of J. Mark Worten against live in Paducah. The case for Sam
the Register Newspaper Company Stone war. for $to 000 for alleged
and James Fe Wilhelm, for alleged libel and a verdict was given for The
libel, and in which Worten sued the Register, and it afterwards sued Wm--
newspaper 'and its editor for the suni ten for $2,000 fer malicious prose-
of $45,000, returned a verdict in cution—the case now pending in the
favor of the plaintiff for $1,000 McCracken circuit court. In the El-
and unless a new trial is granted i den Stone cast for ee 000 a verdict
the defendants at the next. or Decern- against the newspaper was given for
her term of the court, the case will $eso and that case has been appealed.
be carried to the coma of appea's for The witnesses for Worten from
Paducah were Charles K. Wheeler,
the corporation attorney and whe
has had it in for The Register for
ten years; W. A. Berry one of his
law pertners whose conduct in a
convention The Register once criti-
cized; Frank M. Fisher, postmaster
and editor of the Sun, Jas. C. Utter-
Lack, cashier of the City National
bank chief stockholder in the News-
D'onocrat. and identified with many
of the corporatOns of the city; W. F.
Bradshaw. Sr., ex-commonwealth's
ettorney during whose term of office
the slot machines rail wide open in
the city, the owner of which paid a
few hundred dollars fine each year,
one half of which went to Brad-
shaw; but the machines were closed
up as a resit' t of two strong articles
itor. and When on the stand during
the teal of this cast, he testified that
he never did notify the general coun
c;1 that in his opinion it was illegal
to werk prisoners on the chain gang.
It was a'so- proven on the trial of
Abis case that Worten sent out a lot
-of letters to ex-prisoners early in tossa
urging them to call at his office that
he had something of interest to them
and himself; some of the letters were
introduced and identified by Wortei
and made part of the record. Wit-
nesses were introduced who testified
that they received such letters and
when they called at Worten's office
in answer to them, that he brought
ap the matter of suing the city for
working them on the chain gang and
- made contracts with them. The notice
that Worten served on Mayor Yeiser
-not to compromise eny of these suits
for which he held contracts, naming
about forty of the stilts. was intro-
4 duced. and identified by him.
It was further shown that Worten
had arranged with certain parties to
get some of the ex-prisoners to come
to 'his office.
The courts decided in favor of the
city, as The Register said they would,
and Worten nor his clients ever re-
covered one cent from the city, but
on the other hand the city was forc-
ed to pay nearly $600 in court costs
and Stoop for assistance to the city
solicitor, and on'y 3 few weeks ago
the general council instructed suit to
be brought against Attorney J. M.
Worten for the $1.600 on the grounds
of malicious prosecution. If Worten
and his chain gang clients had won
their suits against the city, it Would
have bankrupted the town. From time
to time The Register oriticised Wor-
len's condgct, and for that reason
*as called upon to defend a suit in
which he sought to obtain $25.000 al-
leging that -the newspaper had 4a:r-
aged him. when it is the opinion 'of
many in this city, that his own con-
duct was the cause of any injury
which he may have sustained.
4f
review by that triounal.
The suit was based on the criC-
cisms of The Register of the conduct
of Attorney J. !static Worten, who.
in 1902 and tool served the city of
Paducah as city solicitor and a few
months after he retired from office
he began instituting suits for $lo 000
each in behalf of a number of ex-pris
rulers who had been worked on the
chain gang, against the city of Pa-
ducah, upon the ground that it was
unlawful for a city of the second
claps to work prisontrs on the chain
gang.
Worten brought 67 of the chain
gang suits aga:nst the city amounting
to $670,000. and was the only lawyer
in the city to bring any such suits
against the city. For twenty-one
months after Paducah become a sec- in The Register demanding that the
ond class city Worten was city solic- city authorities act; C. W. Emery
%silo gained some prominence by
posing as chairman of the demo-
cratic county committee with 8o per
cent of the members against him and
whom The Register criticised for
splitting the party; W. V. Eaton. a
young lawyer whose services as sec-
retary of the demicratic committee
were severely criticieed by some. of
the members of the committee; Chas.
M. Leake, the job printer, who for-
merly was in polities but has never
succeeded in getting back; C. C.
Grassharn, a corporation lawyer whe
recently cam here from Smahland;
A. L. Harper, a school teacher and
a lawyer who, so Worten testified
on the stand, was waiting to see
how Worten's chain gang suits
came out, and if successful, he, Hu-.
per was going to bring some
suits for ex-ehaln gang fellows;
Dr. R. D. Harper, a doctor out in the
county, and a brother to A. L. Har-
per; E. D. Thurman the hotel man;
W. F.. Cochran, shoe merchant; E.
W. Bockmon a stock herder in the
News-Democrat; . Jas.. A. Glauber,
stableman and W. L. Yancey a
county politician; Every one of
the above witnesses, except one or
two, swore on the stand that the
bringing ,of the 67 suits by Wen ten
the mention of the suits by the three
newspapers and the reporting of the
suits by the mayor to the general
council did not injure Worten one
particle, but that the comments of
The Register had utterly destroyed
him.
The evidence in the case closed last
Thursday at noon, and that afternoon
and Friday the attorneys argued the
case which was given to the jury at
8:3o o'clock Saturday morning and
the verdict returned at 1:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon.
It is understood that at one time
two of the jury stood for a verdict
for the defendant, five for one cent
and five for $t0000, but finally
agreed on $1,00ce, which was a sore
disappointment to the corporation
The case was hard fought and con- crowd of Paducah who ever sinct.
sumed eleven days over fifty wit- their return from testifying at Smith-
nesses being carried there from this land have declared that The Register
.eity. Hendrick, Miller & Marble of wind be put out of business. It is
this city and Geo. W. Landram of reported that when one of that
SnOhland represented the newspaper crowd telephoned down to Paducah
and attorney J. C Hodge of Smith- for four gallons of whiskey, that tlie.
land sad Judge James Breathitt of liquor dealer telephoned back that
liopkinsville rept-rented Worten Al- he would send up four gallons every
though both litigants reside in Padu- day if they would only put that d—i
deb, Worten had the suit filed :n Register out of business. -
the county where lie was born and
reared,- only a few copies of the pa-
per circulating in that County. This
Is the third suit against The Reg-
liter in its eleven years existence, the
-ether two being brought by Mark
Worten for Sam Stone and Eldenthe. December term of the court.
Yesterday was the last day of the
term of the court and Judge Gordon
and the attorneys returned to this
city last night. The attorneys for
the newspaper will prepare their bi•1




APPOINTEE IS FOR HER
NOW.





Vacant Trusteeships Will Be Filled in
the County Districts First
Saturday in October.
It is believed that at the meeting
next Tuesday night the school board
arbitration committee will effect a
settlement of the controversy where-
in attempts are being made to put
Miss Emma Morgan out of the pub-
lic schools. From certain sources
yesterday it was said that one- of
the committeemen selected by those
opposed •jo this v*-11 known lady
educator ha:t expressed himself as
thinking% there was no good ground
for refusing her a position in the
schools, and that he would vote with
her five supporters to keep her in,
unless something better was offerred
than has- already been put up in the
effort to oust her.
The meetings of the committee at
Mr. Boone's office are being attended
by quite a number of citizens, as
they are public and not private gath-
erings. Many have been heard to
remark that, judging from the ex-
pressions listened to, a. settlement of
the matter is in sight.
Profitable Literary.
The literary meeting held yester-
day by the county school teachers at
the Farley school house, beyond Me-
chanicsburg, proved a gathering of
much interest and apparent benefit
to those in attendance. Nearly every
teacher in the rural schools was
present and their spirit evidenced
deep interest in the course they are
taking, as the addresses were strong
and logical upon the subjects as-
signed each speaker. The talks fully
covered the pones and an instructive
course is before the country eruca-
tors.
The fourth Saturday in October
the session will be conducted at the
Crahamville school.
Elect Trustees.
Supt. Samuel Billing-ton of the
county schools has notified the rhair-
man of the board for each county
school district. to call a convention
c4 the sj1 patrons in each respec-
tive district upon the first Saturday
;n October, for purpose of TettIng the
patrons elect the new trustees, some
of whom take the places made va-
cant by expiration of the term of
the old trustees, while the other new
ones will fill the places made vacant
on account of no one having been se-
lected to fill them at the last regular
convention. There are quite a num-
ber of places to be filled, and the
conventions called for this purpose
are ip-resided i over in each district
by the district board chairman.
Football Teams.
The high school football team of
this city 'has ordered its uniform for
the coming seasons playing, and the
first game they will pull off will be
at Metropolis October 6th with the
school club of that city.
KENTUCKY COAL CO.
GET BLOODHOUNDS
Two Full Blooded Man-Catchers
Taken Through Henderson to
Sturgis Wednesday.
I. C. Banta and F. C. Signer passed
through the city Wednesday en route
to Sturgis- with a family of full
blooded blood hounds for the West
Kentucky Coal Co., says the Hender-
*on Gleaner. The dogs were former-
ly owned by J. B. Harlan, of Louis-
ville.
The dogs, Bud and Bell, are well
known throughout the state, having
figured -in several notorious, captures.
The dog Bell is the one that captuied
the negro for committing criminal
esahult on a white woman in a 'black-
berry patch at Shelbyville, iv, sev-
eral months ago. They had no clew
to work on but rate the neg-ro down
in thirty-six hours.
The information came from very
reliable sources that the dog Bud
sold for $zso and the others, Bell
and her three pups, for $250. The
pups were but three weeks DP, Bud
seven and Bell five.
PRESIDENT AND
CABINET RESIGN
MAN CLOSE TO AHNIKNISTRA-





TO ATTACK ALL PROPERTY
IMMEDIATELY.
Rebels Do Not Believe the Island
Will Be Annexed—More War-
ships Are Sent.
Havana, Sept. 22.—A congressman
whose relations with the adireinie-
tration are exceedingly close asserts
this morning that President Palma
and the members of his cabiret prob-
ably would resign today ad that in-
tervention was expected.
New Orleans, Sept. 22.—A dis-
peech from Havana to the Picayune
today gives a signed statement by
the inshrgent leader Gen. Ernesto
Asbert, in which he says that if peace
is not inade by the Palma admiii!s-
tration the revolutionists propsc to
attack "all property" in order to ere-
cipitate American intervention.
"And this we will do," Asbert con-
tinued, "because we are absolutely
certain that the present government
of the United States does not aspire
to annex our youthful Republic since
President Roosevelt, who personally
helped to destroy the Spanish regime
has the ambition to he the guardran
of our liberties and now as before
will lend his disinterested efforts to
the work of justice which We sup-
port."
WILL TAKE NO CHANCES.
Navy Department Arranging for
Plitiful Supply of Coal.
Washington. Sept . 22.—Naval of-
ficials des !not intend to take any
chance in the recent emergency in the
matter of a k oal ing supply for ships
that may be needed for .Cuban ser-
vice. Therefore they are looking
around; for a barge with a capacity
of not less than 2.500 tons, which,
is proposed to have moored at ,.orie
convenient place near Newport News.
It is the intention to keep the barge
filled to its utmost :_apacity at all
times.
More Warships.
Havana, Sept. 22. —The United
States cruisers Minneapolis and New-
ark arrived here this morning.
LEFT VERY ILL
BY OPERATION
MR. JAMES LEIGH IN CRITICAL
CONDITION AT RIVERSIDE
HOSPITAL.
City Jailer Thomas Evitt's Foot Has
Reduced in Size so That He
Can Wear a Shoe.
Mr. James Leigh, the well known
attache of the Rhodes-Burford estab-
lishment, tontinues quite low at his
private ward in the Riverside hos-
pital *here he was opertted on sev-
eral Weeks ago for hernia. Yester-
day Nis condition was precarious
and the doctors did not think he
would last much longer, but last
night he took a Might turn for the
better. He resides at E'eventh and
Tennessee streets.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Farmer of Martin-
Tenn., arrived here yesterday to at-
tend his bedside being a brother of
the latter. His half brother, Dr.
Earnest Stevens of Paris, Ky., ar-
rived yesterday also to attend his
bedside, accompanied by his Wife.
Foot Much Netter.
City Jailer Thomas Evitts is able
to again put on •Ivis shoe as his
foot has reduced to its normal size
once more. One month since a
mosquito bit him upon the toe and
the foot swelled to twice its natural
size, thereby preventing him from
wearing any shoe, except one with
the top cut away so as to keep any
pressure off the swollen parts. He
hag nearly recovered from, the bits,
though, now.
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BENTON COURT SON WILL
OPENS TOMORROW FREE FATHER
JUDGE EMPANELS THE GRAND




MR. JOHN W. LITTLE STATES
HIS NAME WAS OFFERED
WITHOUT AUTHORITY.
John Hack Claims the Humane Of-
ficer Killed His Sick Horse
Without Permission,
Judge Reed goes out to Benton
temorrow. worning and empanels the
grand jury for the three week's
term of circuit Court. He returns
here tomorrow afternoon and goes
back Tuesday ecerning to swear in
the petit jury, which takes up trial of
the different actions before it. There
are no important eases on the crim-
inal docket. Commonivealth Attor-
ney John G. Lovett left yesterday
for his home in Benton after spend-
ing severa: weeks here at the local
criminal court.
Yesterday the jury commissioners
for the Paducah branch of the court
handed in to Judge Reed the list of
jurors drawn fin- service during the
approaching civil term of court that
convenes the third Monday in Octo-
ber and lasts for eight weeks, about
four of which the jury is used, while
the balance of the time the judge him
WRITS PREPARED TO RELEASE
BANK LOOTER ON ARRIAV-
NEW YORK.
BITTER LEGAL CONFLICT
WILL BE BEGUN IN EAST
WILL ADIVSE HIS FATHER TO
PLEAD GUILTY TO BUT
ONE INDICTMENT.
$x6000 in Cash Assets Discovered in
Bankt,. Also Securities, Probably
Worthless.
New York, Sept 22. -Broadway
was dotted today with Chicagoans
awaiting the artival of the Prinz Add
tsert and Paul 0. Stensland.
Attorneys were predominant and
the probability of a bitter legal con-
flict before the fugitivd banker is
starte-1 Westward is growing hourly.
New 'ork attorneys will be actice
partic dams in the contest. Theodore
Stensland having called into confer-
ence Attorneys Lindsey, Osborne
and Delancey Nicoll to 'prepare writs
for the seizure of his father.
Habeas corpus proceedings, alleg-
ing that P. 0. Stensland has been
illegally deprived of his lilorty by
Harry Olson and James Keeley al-
ready have been prepared.
The basis of the writs is that the
extradition of Stensland was ultra
vires, or transcending the authorities
of the government officias. and
self tries the actions left to him per- therefore void.
sonally for decision. Son is in Fighting Mood.
Yesterday Kirk Davis and Babe Theodore Stenslani is in fighting
Norris were before the court for al-
leged gambling, but it has not yet
been decided whether they will pay a
tine or go to jail, this order being
"eft open.
Property Sold.
Property on Third between George
and Elizabeth streets has been sold to
Sarah E. Broadfoot by James B.
Sleeth for $35o and the deed filed.for
iccord yesterday with the county
clerk.
Dr. R. Holt bought from William
A. Hicks for $soo, land out in the
county. 
J. B. Sleeth transferred to SaraO
F.. Bradfoot for $350 another piece of
pioperty on Third between Elizabeth
and George.
Andrew P. Hamburg sold to B. J.
Feeny for $750 property on Harahan
hoelcvard.
Adzninistratrix Qualified.
Katie Ashoff qualified before the
county court yesterday as administra-
tr.x of the estate of hr 'ate brother,
Joseph Ashoff.
Not Contemplated Bondsman.
Mr. :ohr W. Liole, the spoke lean
vests relay eta•ed '4 at it was a reis•
take ;.bout him offering to go upon
tic $e.000 bond Cicero Anderson voil
have to execute before he secures his
liberty from the county jail, where he
is being held for killing John Mix.
'The name of Mr. Loft- had been of
fered co the court as surety without
'As authority, and on learning this
he telephoned Judge Reed he would
not go upon the bond.
Suit For Horse.
Jonn Hack has filed suit in the
c:rcuit court for $200 against Thomas Age and Wear Has No Effect Upon
ood and declares that any high-
handed proceedings of official's of
the Cook C8unty state's attorney'=
office will be met with vigorous re-
sistance by himself and the lawyers
engaged by him.
"I shall advise my father to return
to the United State e and city of
Chicago," he said "and plead guilty
to one indictment only, if I am per-
rutted as his son and attorney to
have a conference with him.
"If Detective Kinder undertakes to
run throusfh any hurry-up prograes
we will serve our habeas corpus pa-
pers. and for two weeks will keep
this fight in the East.'
Fetzer's Attorney on Hand.
Attorney J. W. Loeb. represepting
Receiver Fetzer ,is at the Astor. and
at other hote's are scattered a host
of newspaper men lawyers and de-
tectives from Chicago. The shipping
officers are visited scores of times
each day by those eagerly awaiting
the coming of the Hamburg-Ameri-
can liner.
Information rceived late tonight
indicates that the Prinz Adalbert
will arrive tomorrow. It is probable
that Stensland will be landed at Ho-
boken, whic'h will be the scene of the•
first flurry in the legal battle in-
timated.
Any attempts toremay e Stensland
from the Prinz Adalbert in quaran-
tine have been guarded against, and
it is improbable that his captors
will seek to elude the watchere' in
this manner.
OUR COLONEL MATT.
Senders. the Humane society officer
of this city oe account of the latter
'filling the former's horse.
hack had bought the animel from
Crocer Bowin,'..•v as sick and he
*V3s talOng it ̀ Oc eis vesture short
distance from the city. While ; t••-
Tetompeon'se ek eery ee Weet
Breeiscvey, a ;10 saw him cv :rt the
'!•..g brute and ccomelled him to
leave it while she then sent for the
homane officer who kilted ,the horse.
Hack claims. he informed them he
was taking the beast to the pasture
to cure it of its illness, but this
availed nothing, and he now seeks;
to recover.
Had Wrong Man.
Several days ago Joe Doe alias
Mitchell was arrested on the charge
of fighting Joe Moore The case was
called yesterday by Justice Emery
it then developed that Mitchell was
the wrong party, but that Ed Flinch
.eras the one wanted: Mitchell was
then released, and Flinch will be ar-
rested.
—At its next meeting the library
trustees will select a successot\ to
Miss Rubye Corbett, the former as-
sistant librarian who resigned last
week. There are many applicants
for the position.
the Widely Known Shoe
Mierchant
Col. Mat Rawls, one of the best
known traveling men on the road
was in the city Friday introducing his
new line of shoes to our merchants.
Mr. Rawls went on the road when
he was quite a young man in 037z,
and has been constantly before the
merchants of this county since that
time, and today looks as young and
handsome as most men of thirty, He
has always been very popular among
the merchants and has enjoyed II
good trade. During these many long
years, 'he has traveled out of Louis-
ville, Cincinnati, Columbus, Evans-
vile, Paducah and other places.—.
Mayfield Mkssenger.
EVENING WEDDING.
Miss Badgett and B. 0. Deavery
Married Last Evening.
.At o'clock last evening Miss
Cordelia Badgett and Mr B. 0.
Deavery were united in marriage at
the resdence of the bride on Hus-
bands street. The ceremony was per-
formed by Rev. 'Chiles of the Third
street mission church.
The cohple have ninny friends, the
groom being foreman for the Lack








Very 'happily was the day spent last
Monday by a jolly4erlon d of people
aboard the handsome steamer Scim-
itar as the, gueSts oreCaptain Crutch-
field. Those in the party were Mr.
and Mrs. John Doyle of Lexington,
Tenn; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Yopp,.
and Mrs. and Mrs. Joseph Kebblar,
Miss Lillie Jetter and Mr. James Byrd.
Evening Upon the Water.
Miss Mary Dillin of Nashville,
Tenn, was the honored guest for the
launching party given Tuesday even-
ing by Mr. Joseph R. Grogan aboard
his gasoline craft on the Ohio river.
The crowd went four miles up the
river to the pleasure boat Scimitar,
(-where they served their lunch aboard
the latter, and were royally -entertain,
ell by Captain Cruitchfield.
Those aboard the launch were Mr.
and Mrs. John U. Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs' Carl FauSt, .Miss Mary Dillin.
Miss Sophia Kirkland and Messrs J.
R. Grogan and Rankin Kirkland.
Nall-Nash Wedding.
Miss Flora Pomano Nall and Mr.
Maurice Nash, Jr.. of Louisville, will
be united in marriage at the residence
of the bride. November loth, the af-
fair being a quiet home nuptial wit-
nessed by only a limited number of
friends and the relatives. The happy
pair then rake a Northern bridal tour
of several weeks, returning from
which they will reside at the young
lass home.
Very aocomplished and beautiful is
the cultured and vivacious bride, who
is a leading society belle of the
States' metropolis. and quite well
known in this city where she often
':sited her sister. Mrs. 'David L. Van
-Cahn of South •Sixth street, and was
showered with social attentions. She
is the daughter of Colonel Ion B.
Nall. formerly commissioner of agri-
culture for the state.
Mr. Nash is a Paducah boy who
'went to Louisville five years ago and
is now associated with one of the
stave factories of that city. He is a
sterling young business man, of well
standing socially, and exceedinly
popular with all. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Nash of Ninth
and - Mom-le mete, this city.
Fourth Anniversary.
Miss Mary .Frances Eaton. of Sev-
enth and Clay streets. Monday after-
noon entertained a number of her
little friends complimentary to the
fourth anniversary of her birthday.
The home decorations were in yellow
and white and very attractive, while
the amusements afforded were of a
varied and charming nature. The re-
freshments included ices, cakes, can-
dies etc.
The guests of the afternoon were:
Misses Martha Cabell, Elizabeth
Eades. Norma Dow Rades. Ella Pur-
year Hubbard, Rae-had l Griffith, Mary
Lee Walker, Emma Cleaves, Macon
Cleaves, Frances Elizabeth Allen,
Louise Crice, Elizabeth Porter. Asna
Smith Nell Simmons Curd, Ida '
Graves. May Paxton Puryear, Susan
Porter Sleeth, Ruth Johnson, Vivian
-Leeper, Mhsters Fred Crice—,Leon
Lyle, R. 'Roth. Moore, Hinton, Wlare.
Joseph Young, Lee Strong, Bernhard
Strong. William Eaton, Mesdames
James P. Sleeth, Harry L. 'Cleaves,
Mrs. F. L. erice, W. C. Strong, J.
E. WIalker, J. R. Moore, C. L. Faust,
T. F. Cabell. F. E. Dunn, Sam Hub-
bard, Miss Letta Smith and Miss
Thllins
Many Paducah Friends.
The Mayelild Messenger remarks as
follows regarding the marriage al
Mr. Charles Norman, who is well
known in this city :
On Wednesday, September 1st Mr.
Charley Norman. formerly of this city,
,was married in St. Louis to Miss
Grace Francis of the latter city. The
many friends of Mr Norman will he
glad to learn of his new happiness.
He is well known in Mayefild. where
he was reared, and is the son of our
worthy citiezn, Mr. Sam Norman.
His bride is the niece of ex-Gov.
Francis of St. Louis and she is quite
a lovely young woman and quite ac-
complished.
They will reside in Louisville.
Where Mir. Norman is engaged in bus-
iness .
In Honor of Birth.
Mrs. A. Davis of T213 Monroe
street entertained most clairmingly
Wednesday evening, complinentary
to tae anniversary of her birthday.
Tie arome was prettily decorated for
the akeasion, while cards ,lancing and
refreshments sufficed to pass a happy
evening..
Those there were Mr. and Mrs. John
Croal, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Algee. Mr.
and Mrs. Cutilar ,Mr. and Mrs R S
Davis, Me and Mrs G Loftly, Mr. and
Vrs. A. Davis and Miss Mona Dobsh
and Mr. Fxliward hackle of St. Louis.
Society Girls Assist
As the-Horse Show dates approach
arrangements continue being made
for entertainment of those to attend
and, looking to this end the ladies of
Grace Episcopal church have are
pared to dispense refrething drinks'
upon the grounds during the two
.tvenings and Saturday matinee. The
character of weather determines th-
'1
a
nature Of the drinks if chilly warm
IcalthiS xvii be ;old, and if -warm
cooling beverages dispensed.
The church ladies have selected the
following young people to ,assist
them: Misses Mary Wheeler, Eliza-
beth Boswell, Lily 'Hobson, Ellen
Boswell, Sarah Corbett. Mary Cave,
Henri (Vcott. Azilee Reeves, Lucia
Powell, Elizabeth Kirkland. Mildred
Ortne, Ethel Sights, Mary B. Jen-
nings Sadiee Smith, Julia Dabney,
Lucille Well, Amy Dryfuss, Jean
Morris, Lucette Soule, Mildred Soule,
Elizabeth Sebree.
Party For Visitor.
Mrs. John M. McCandless has is-
sued invitations for a euchre tothors
row evening at her home on West
Jefferson street, compimentary to
her guest. Miss Susie McCandless of
New YOrk City, who is visiting
tere.
Cotillion Dances.
The Cotillion club lhas arranged
to have no more dances until after
Thanksgiving, at which time the
mtmbers will then begin giving a se-
ries of one each month, instead of
one every two weeks as in di:
past.
Afternoon at Cards.
Mrs. Hal S. Corbett of North
Ninth street, entertained at cards
luesday afternoon complimentary to
her guests, Mrs. J. D. Slayton of
Spokane, Wash., and a most delight-
ful tim was spent by the many guests
present.
The game pre was taken. by Mrs.
Adah Van Pelt of Oak'and, Cal.
spent indulging in
erston, it proving
events of the season.
Delightful Dance.
A happy time was had Friday ev-
ening by a large crowd of Hotel
Craig guests and friends, tnjoying
a charming dance given complimen-
tary to Misses Helen Stone and
Flossie Craig who have just return-
ed Vrom spending the summer in
Indiana. The spacious dining hal!
was dared and several jolly hours
the attractive di-
one of the nicest
Evening at Cards.
Mrs. George C. Thompson and
daughter Miss Eusie of West Broad-
wly, entertained Friday evening at
cards -rernplimeatary to Miss E iza-
beth Kirkland, and it was a delight-
ful gathering for the young people..
The charming residence was beauti-
ful ev•ith its profess decorations of
pink and white roses and wild flow-
ers.
During the card game the pretty
chafing fork was taken for the girl's
prze by Miss Jean Morris, while the
gentleman's Oft of scarf pin was
captured by Mr. Willie Rudy. In the
(lining hall on cutting the cake, Miss
Julia Dabney captured the ring. The
•iinchron was one of many delicacies.
The guests were: Misses _ Anita
Keller-. Lucia Powell, Pean Morris
Julia Dabney, Helm Hills, Mary
Cave, Henri Alcott, lrnia Keiser.
Katherine Powell, Hazel McCanctles.e
El.zabeth Boswell, Lilian Gregory
and Miss Thompson; Messrs Tom
Coburn,. Ned Ashbrook Charles
Rieke, James Wheeler, Caly Kidd.
Milton Wallerstein, John Orme, jack
Hayes, Warren Sights, Willie Rudy,
James Langstaff, Salem Cope, Ed
ave and George Thompson.
Delightful Outing.
Given Fowler entertained a party of
Yesterday afternoon Commodore
Given Fowler entertained a partjtei
friends aboard the handsome yacht
"Hope," which belongs to Captain
Hepburn, the wealthy retired. 'busi-
ness man of Toledo. Ohio,. who is
now here with his family of wife and
daughter, en route to Havana, Cuba.
,aboard their trim craft. The corn-
, modore took the crowd for a jaunt
up and down the river, several happy
hours being spent.
Those in the party were Mrs. Dr.
IBlythe. Mrs. James Utterback, Mrs.
William McPherson, Mrs. Frank
' Boyd, Mrs. Henry Rudy, Misses
Ruby 'Corbett. Marjorie Scott,
i Frances Wallace, Manic Cobb,
!Martha Davi_a Lillie Mae Winstead,
Ruth Hepburn. and Messrs. Wallace
Weil. John Scott and Richard Scott.
Captain 'Hepburn and famiy will 'be
here several days before proceeding
on their journey. The yacht is one
of the handsomest and c(iziest recent-
ly visitipg here, being luxuriously
furnishes), and equipped with up-to-
(late appurtenances.
PLEADS FOR CONSUMPTIVES
Milian. Sept 22.—Miss Olga Neth-
ersole delivered an address at the
Dublin mansion house today, the lord
mayor of Dublin presiding, in the
course of which she detailed he'
proposed plan for the foundation of
a woman's league for the study and
prevention of tuberculosis. There was
a large gathering of representative
citiaens and at the conclusion of the
address a provisional committee was
appointed wiah a view to wilting 'in-
to operation Miss Nethersole's plait
TO RENEW TRIAL GIVEN
DIVORCE WAR POSTE ONEE7T
SECOND CONGRESS WILL At-
TACK SOUTH DAKOTA
' PRACTICES.
Gov. Pennypacker Calls Meeting for
Philadelphia Next Month—Pre-
paring Statute.
Philadelphia, Sept. 22.—The secondnational congress on uniform divorcelaws, which it was originally plannedto holdi at \Vashington, will assern-ble in Japiladielpb* meiteAv month.Washingtdn Was .44* iho hen thefirst cantention artiajnmed.siaet Feb-ruary after an exciting 'session, butGov. Pennyparker, president of thecongress, has decided Qn this cityand the date and has so notified JudgeW. H. Staake, secretary of the con-vention.
If a draft of the proposed statute
Which is being drafted 'by a conumit tee
appointed at the last' congress be-comes a law South Dakota divorces
will become a thing of the pastaDel-
mates are determined that when a
man or woman wishes to secure a
divorce they must stay at home to
get it and that every state shall have
identical regulations.
Want More Women Delegates.
Among the delegates appointed bythe governors of the various states to
this congress are many women. These
with other women who attended) the
last session as delegates have an-
nounced that they will try to induce
the governors throughout the union
to appo'nt more women to attend' the
session here.
Judge Staake said today that there
was little doubt that the congress
would be lively, as there must be some
hard fighting done before the final
draft of the statutes which it is pro-
posed to offer before the legislature
of every state is adopted.
Spare None This Time.
"Divorce is a somewhat delicate
subject to handle before a large au-
dience," said Judge Staakte, "and last
February the men were afraid that in
treating thc question they might say
something that' would offend the wo-
men delegates.
"We will ant be afraid of that this
time," he continued. "for after we had
listened to one dritms made by one
of the women delegates seven months
ago we felt that the room was no
place for simple men."
The address to which tthe judge had
reference was delivered by Dr. Fanny
I.eake Cummings of Wasbington, who
called hearts and. spades, spades,. with
capital letters and without fear. Dr. I
Cternanings will be a delegate to the
Philadelphia meeting.
"There is no sane man in t4e coun-
try today who cares for the welfare of
the nation," said the judge today,
"who will not admit the great impor-
tance of the coming congress upon
uniform divorce laws.
"The meetings are certain to be
most interesting. There will be about
400 delegates in all."
Prepares First Draft of 1.1w.
Since the first congress_a_sup-
triittee - has been busily engaged in
preparing what will be offered in all
states as the uniform divorce law.
based upon the resolutions of the last
C ongress.
According to these the proposed
uniform laws will absolutely restrict
the right of divorce in each state to
citizens of that state; that no divorce
will he granted to persons upon
grounds that would not have been
valid in the states where the supposed
offense was committed; at least three
years required to establisb a resi-
dence; trial in open court in every
case, and several other proposals of
similar nature.
Pastors Hit Divorce Habit.
Ouriniti a , Neb., Slept. 22. —Oma ha
pastors dealt a hard blow at the fast
growing divorce industry here. whgn
an agreement was entered into where-
1 
by no divorced persons' will 1,e mar-.
,rieo by them. It was also avert!' to
refuse to officiate at marriages of per-
sons believed to be improper morally.




Gunboat Driven Ashort and Other
I Damage Done, But No Lives
Are Lest_
Manila. Sept. 22.—A typhoon has
occurred in the Philippines south of
'Manila. The wires are down and
there is no report of the damage done
in the provinces. Manila was prac-
tically untaiiched. At Cavite the ar-
senal and shipping were damaged.
The gunboat Arayat is ashore and
ar veral lighters were sunk. There was
no loss of life.
The damage is not believed to he
serious. The storm will delay the
departure 4,retirint; Ggyerpor Gen-
eral Ide from the island.
•
IFIGHT IN MASON COUNTY
MAY PROVE FATAL
MAYSVILLE Ky., Sept. 22.—Rob
bert Crawford and Charles Pritchard.
two farmers, quarreled FrWay. Pritch
'ard emptied a double-barreled shot-
gun into Crawford, fatally wounding
.him.
CHARGE AGAINST VASSEUR
AND, OTHERS PASSED UN-
TIL TUESDAY.
Zeb Wallace Fined $50 and Costs for
Disorderly Conduct—Other Po-
lice Court Business,
Ed Vasseur, Herman 'Williams and
nuly Williams were given a contin-
uance until Tuesday by Judge Pus-
year in the police court yesterday of
the charge of receiving tickets for ice
that had been stolen from Henry Pet-
ter ,the ice dealer.
Paschal Gray was given a continu-
ance until tomorrow of the warrant
charging him with stealing a diamond
rtng from Laura Rogers, colored.
Emmett Shoffer and Tom 'Lowery
were ..given postponements until anext
hursday of the charge of inaliciausly
assaulting Hosey Morgan with reeks
in the hollow near the union depot.
A hne of $50 was assessed' against
Zeb Wallace on the charge of disar-
duly conduct.
The disorderly conduct charge
against Allen Robinson was postponed
until tomorrow.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Pete Thompson with as-
saulting another with a deadly weap-
on.
A fine of $25 was assessed against
John Johnson for a breach of the
peace ,while the similar accusation
against James Tillman was dismissed.
A line of $25 was given J. A .Den-
nington for disorderly conduct.




LABOR UNIONS PLAN MOVE-
MENT WHICH MAY GP, E
TROUBLE.
Chicago, Sept. 22.—The CI 7onic'e
today says:
Warfare between the Stani.ird 0:1
Company and the labor unior of the
country was begun last nigl.: when
the Whiting. Ind.. employes of the
company quit work to enforce their
dcmands for an increase in wages.
The strike, ishich already taraatens
to tie up the business of the big
c‘liporoation in the Middle West,
likely to assume gigantic proportions
before it is ended.
It was predettd last night it might
involve all of the employes of the
company 'in the country and Ii come
general one. Kready the Chicago
labor unions are preparing to seize
the opportunity prvented by the
Whiting strike to make mor • trouble
for the company.
The' Chicago men were wholly un-
prepared for the trouble WhIch start-
ed at Whiting, because of the fact
that the employes theer v..ere not
members of the union but after a
hasty conferent'e -last nIft1-11—i—vas
said yesterday that they s.s t•uld sup-
port the men who saint ow ind that
no. one front Chicago set 'Id take
their places.
Three hundred. f:remen InPli)Yr't
by the Standard Oil Cor • any left
thir -pt'aces yestepitt:ty. !.. .cc than
5.000 employes who art _working
ith the firemen are scheauled to
leave their places Monday morning
These include engineers. sallied me-
chanics. laborers and other', the of-
ficials of which said last night that
they would refuse to permit the
members of their organizations to
work with new men who might be
put to work in the places of the
strikers. The strike of the firemen
was caled because the representa-
tives of the Standard Oil Company
refused to advance wages from 221 2
cents an haur to 25 cents an hour
and agree to grant to all of the
workm(n the eight-hour day. They
also refused to recignize the union.
FIGHT FOR TEMPERANCE
IS ON AT SOMERSET
1 Somerset. Ky., Sept. 22.—Somercet
has just taken the first steps in what
will be one of the most heated and
'fiercely contested elections under the
local option law that has ever been
held in the history of the town. The
datinty judge at the regular term
this week made an order kr an
election to be held in this town on
the prohibition issue on December
6, atrd the campaign 'has just taken
on the first appearances of interest.
The temperance element have started
a paper of their own to be called the
,Temperance Advocate, and which
makes its initial appearance today.
The Rev. L. M. 'Hughey,. peator of
the Baptist church, is editor-in-chief.
'While the grounds for the campaign
ihave not '.as yet been mapped out,
lit is known that already Carter Helm
'Jones, of Louisville; Sam Small and
a number of others have been invited
to make addresses during the cam-
paign. The three local papers re-
main strictly neutral on the subject
so far, and it is not known as yet
bow they will _stand in the fight.








A Cordial Invitation is Extended to All
Lovers of Fashion to View this Showing
---the Most Magnificent Display in the
Entire History of Ogilvie's.
L B. 061114 (A CO
BROADWAY & FOURTH
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SEPETMBER 25 AND 26
Evening 7:30 to 10:30





SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FlEIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOts ROE. BOTH PHONES.












stact.bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship,spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.for beautiful new cluing.
taught but actual business from the Thorough .
COT.
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AUTUMN MORS
IN N[W YORK
Autumn Modes in New York 
Judging from present inidicaticinst
the demi-coat iaboitu hip length will
be the leading favorite. These coats
very very much in line and design
but are nearly related to the over-
done "pony coat" of' the early spring,
being of the same length and usually
in collarless styles, but made smart
and distinctive by all. sorts of freak-
ish varieties of cut and garniture.
Many of them haw borrowed front
the empire styles as to their upper
part. and have added a --Frenchy
itn.er addition. Suai.:,111:s.,
this pleated attachment begins just
• 4 St the waist line in a sort of peplum
addition but this style should be re-
stricted to very slender figures that
need building out at the hips. The
pleats that are attached higher up
may be worn becomingly by a much
• greater variety of figures.
Smart Flaring Skirts.
The partly circular 5).611 that aflres
well, yet does not sag, is the favorite
type in most of the newer model suits.
Some pleats are used in front, and
back and at the sides, and there is
much variety in minor .details„ strap-
pings, etc. A decided walking length
is still preferred for ordinary wear,
though gowns for function use are
still made "long all round." The suit
proper, however, should invariably es-




'lat.: are of any size, and extremists
will at once affect the very email hat,
because a novelty, but many medium-
sized felts are on view, and brims are
once more a matter of individual fan-
cy. Felt and plain velvet. divide hon-
ors, the latter being in marked favor
for large shapes. Ribbons with buck-
les, and wings with tulle, as well as
flowers, with uncurled ostrich feath-
ers, are some of the many freaks that
are noticeable in the new models.
Buncshc, of "baby ostrich" feathers
uncurled, that remind one forcibly of
the maid's feather duster, promise to
rage as did the peacock feather last
spring. Picture hats are to be worn
but with decidedly more discrimina-
tion than was formerly doted. Dail-
lias are the newest aspirants for favor
in the millinery world ,while cher-
ries and grapes combined with tulle or
ribbon are used on some of the smart-
est small hats sitiown.
Illustration.
Thanks are due the McCall com-
pany, makers, and designers of fashion,
for handsome illustration accompany-
ing this article.
Plaids.
At Shin 'season plaided fabrics are
always more or lees to the fore. This
• year they are the predominant style.
In silks and in woolens, the shops are
w a slhOwing them in every variety of col-
or:mg and combinationt Scotch 'tar-
tans are confined to waistings and to
ribbons, but ensbres ,which ace in
shaded or irridescent effects, are first
3hoice for dress materials, anti are also
the best selection for waiets,, except
for school girls. Some of the most
striking taffetas are combinations of
block plaids and warp prints. the flo-
ral patterns combining very smartly
with the ombre overlaid, produce ef-
fects that resemble reat grandmother
silks.
Cheviots.
Cheviots and other migia weaves in
wool, in stripes and overplaids, make
some of the best looking suits, but
there is also a decided liking for plain
serges of the best quality. This ma-
terial is a favorite with French dress-
makers, and they make it up into the
smartest sort of toilets. Broadcloths-
of fine quality and chiffon weight are
as usual a favorite material for 'hand-
some dress costumes and after them
come a long list of dainty lightweight
fabrics ,voilles of many sorts, henri-
ettas, drap dietes and silks galore.
Braids and Gimp.
11- :nor e than
ever, ancl when one looks over the
sample cards of the importers one
does not wonder that dressmakers
and tailors eagerly avail themselves of
the opportunity to obtain elaborate
effects with comparatively little effort
by the use of these trimmings. They
also offer great possibilities to the
home dressmaker who wishes to re-
furbish a gown that has grown some-
what passe.
Robe Effects.
Many of the newest .costumes of a
dressy sort show robe effects, the
front breadth of contrasting material
in texture or color or of matching
material tucked or otherwise empha-
sized. Usually the same idea is car-
ried up on the waist, giving the long
princess line that is apt to be becom-
ing, especially to short or too-full fig-
U TCS.
Velvet Ribbons.
Velvet hibbon is evt&-!tI', uh is-sd
nog only on black and colored taffetas,
but on all sorts of thinner materials.
In graduated widths like tucks it trims
skirts most effectively, being put on
with wide spacings and in Greek key
pattern in narrow width it vies with
narrow soutache braid for trimmings.
Colors. J
Browns and greens rather lead in
he autumn color card. Navy blue and
its most .desirable contrast, hydrangea
blue. with pale grayish shades for
dressy gowns are the mode. Reds in
terra cottas and all the mahogany
!tints as well as certain rich phim col-
•ors are to be used extensively both for
wthole costumes and for trimming pur-
poses. Yellows from pale mustard to
deep orange, with all the tawny
shades between, are attractive con-
tnastss with the more sombre body
colors of the new costu.mes. Greens
in real "Hunter" shades as well as in
olives and dull leaf browns and cin-
der grays are on the new list. Beaver
,color under several different names
bids for favor and will harmonize with
furs of that sort made up with touches
of ermine. FANNIE FIELD.
Reflections of a Bachelor.
The reaeon misery loves company
is so as to be able to tell about it..
A man is always proud of his bears%
even if it looks like a flaxseed poul-
tice.
Women think their hair would be
a lot !more curley if there was less
of it.
A girl somehow just cant' help lik-
ing a man that her mother warns her
against.
Even going to school would he a
lot of furs for a boy if getting caught
doing it meant lie would be whaled
by his. father.—New York Press.
Shake the political plum tree and





• Flrst •Showing of new Fall Pattern in Outing a.tid- ibintielette.
To time early buyer we wil say; our lime of outing is now com-
plete, more so than it will ,be later when the season has ad-
vanced; as a matter of fact the more desirable patterns go
first. Owing to the scarcitty of these goods it will be impos-
sible to duplicate these patterns, hence the wisdom in buying
early.
Outing all colors, the yar d 
Excellent weight all colors, the yard 
Extra weight in plaids, small checks and stripes
the yard







A beautiful line in Red, Blue, Brown, Gray, Black and
White figures and stripes,the yard Toe
Plaid Plannette in all colors ,the yard 10c




Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swell
in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any investment
wish. Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 161 OLD
if your clock- is out of order we will call for it and
every job in our line of beautiful wedding presents
ing silver, cut glass or hand painted china. We are







Eye-See Jewelry Mb Optical Co.
355 BROADWAY





























Mattil9 Efinger (0, Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,




TION FOR THOSE WHO
BRAVE ITS DANGERS.
While gold seems to be the underly-
ing cause of the great interest taken
in Death valley ,yet a mysterious fas-
cination takes possession of all who
once braVe its dangers sa,ys the Rhy-
olite Herald. Numberless legends
have been handed down from genera-
tion to generation of strange happen-
ings alsnost beyond human explana-
tion, yet at the bottom of all runs
the streak of gold for which men daily
sell their lives and oftentimes their
very souls.
Old Indian trails arid signs still
point the way from spring to spring,
telling whether the water is good or
bad, the distance from one to an-
other, the passablt and impassable
canyons, the location of old Indian
villages, etc. In order to read the
signs correctly, one must be familiar
with their ways and customs, and even
then it has become difficult on ac-
count of changes that are constantly
taking place through natural and 'hu-
man agencies.
The trails are of different periods,
some nnsch later than others. At in-
tervals beside the trails are monu-
ments of stone, with a pointed rock,
Showing the direction to take. Two
rocks pointing in opposition direc-
tions indicate that it is impassable.
The location of ins-tat stones are also
significant. A metat stone is a flat
stone, hollowed in the center, used
for grinding acorns for flour and will
be found not more than a half days'
travel flim water. Many springs
known to the Indians are not down on
the maps.
Endeavoring to findl a pass through
the mountains on a recent trip, a par-
behind when lying in wait for moun-
tain sheep. One of the first gold ex-
citements was back in the fifties,
when Breyfogle found fine free gold,
but was unable to return to the exact
stmt. Ile was afterward hit with a
stone hurled by an Indian, which is
supposed to have injured his brain.
Beatty has expressed the opinion
that the Breyfogle find was between
Willow Springs and the original Bull-
frog. Charlie Nyman thinks i is be-
tween Keane Springs, Willow Springs
and Death Valley, while one of Brey-
fogies' party described Hole-in-Rock.
The wisd breaks supposed to have
been used by Breyfogle are located
about eighteen miles south. of Rhyo-
lite. Another legend is of an Indian
who went into Cerro Gorda with a
rock full of free gold, which he sold
for $8. The white men tried to get
him to tell where he found it, but the
Indian was wise and kept the location
to himself. He was accidentally killed
a short time after while hunting sheep,
and the secret died with him. Some
think this find was the same as Brey-
fogle's.
The valley itself is about all it has
been painted. At time a n*in or beast
would mire out of sight, and at other
times the shifting sands would almost
bury him alive. Yet men live there
year after year without feeling that
they are incurring any unusual dan-
ger. They know where they may and
nsay not go, and how tss prepare for
emergencies.
TO SHARE UTILITIES' PROFITS
Trenton, N. J., Sept. 2I.—Governor
Stokes today appointed Joseph I-I.
McGraw of Madison; A. B. Leach.
South Orange and Aseemblyman Al-
fred N. Barber of Trenton as mem-
bers of the commission provided for
by the last legis:ature to investigate
and report to the next legislature the
feasibility of a law providing for a; White Ambulance tor sick and injurid only.
Facts that can not
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
PI7 7 SBURG COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway. Jas. J. O'Donnell,




Is a Marker for
School Shoes
Here is the Steel Shod ANVIL BRAND.
Trade mark v ith which you should become familiar. Its the symbol
of quality in School Shoes. This trade-mark means just what it .1,-
dicates; solid throughout. honesty in construction and wearing qual-
ities, and a model in style and fit. Patents, Vici Kid, Box and
Velours Calf, Button, Lace and Blucher.
FOR BOYS, YOUTHS, MISSES AND iffiLDREN.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY.
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER---THAT'S QUALITY."
Guy Nance.
ty followed the Indian trail and signs vision of profits of public utility 1.%ais
and were led a course whicl• ---tssed corporatons between such companies' 
‘iirnice and residence 213 South 3rdietreet.
three springs and some old lireast- and the municipalities in which the
works, which Indians had used to hide utilities are operated.
Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMYRS





At Register Budding, 523 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Poetoffice of Paidii-




One Week  
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to











ality of men other than the litigants
crept into the case together with a
mass of matter admitted to cover the
• question of malice only, it was but
natural that much of the true merits
of the case Might, perhaps, have been
over-noked in its consideration by
men who for eleven days sat in their
places hearing a vast amount of tes-
timony and newspaper articles cov-
ering a period of over three year.
read.
It is a fact that within the past
two years Worten has brought 67
damage suits against the city for eat-
chain gang prisoners, for $io.000
eac'h; ten or twelve s'milar suits
against the pollee officers; and sev-
eral other libel suits against another
Paducah newspaper and its editor.
yet all of those suits were filed here
in Paducah but the three suits filed
by him against The Register were
al brought in Livingston county, and
s they are the only suits The Register




The verdict rendered yesterday at
Smithland against this paper and its
editor in favor of J. Mark Worten
for Statioo in a suit wherein he asked
for $25,000 for alleged damages to
hpn as a lawyaer was no doubt some-
thing of a disappointment to the cor-
poration gang. their tools and cer-
rin- politicians who 'for • years have
exerted every energy they possess
to "put The Register out of busi-
ness." During the progress of the
trial several of that gentry strutted up
and down the streets of Sm'ithland in
a half drunken condition breathing
destruction to The Register. Oin their
return to Paducah they lost no op-
portunity to forecast that it would
be soaked to The Register most heav-
ily. In view of these facts
not the least distressed over
suit. The case was tried by
crs and considering that the
career.
a serious mistake
when within five months after he
ceased to draw a salary from the city
of Paducah as its legal adviser, be
began to bring suits of $to.000 each
against the city for. ex-chain gang
prisoners. In those suits he arlleged
it to be unlawful for the city to work
rriscrners on the streets, yet far
twenty-one months he failed to advise
the general council that in 'his opin-
ian it was wrong for the city to do
so. These facts are known to almost
every tax-payer in the city and natur-
sd'y a large number of the-rn censure
Worten for his conduct. We under-
stand that some of his relatives and
friend's urged him not to bring the
suits, but he rushed headlong into it
and thereby injured himself. Realiz-
ing that he had haat the good will of
a number of .theA people of .the city
NI, hi sh employed- him to give
7egal advice, he undertakes to place
the blame on the shoulders of The
Register, which as a newspaper and
public journal, felt privileged to
criticise his conduct in a professinna:
way. For years Wort ii has exerciseet
the privilege of criticising The Regis-
ter and its owner, and at time; in
'terms not very polite, but no atten-
Avan was paid to him. In our opinion
Merton's own acts and conduct in.
_hired 'him beyond a point whare
newspaper criticism would have any
effect on his standing, and in that
opinion the jory to a certain extent
agrees.
The trial of this case developed one
..-.7- -"‘r.,•••••••••••
_ .
the corporation and whiskey inter-
ests, stand ready, willing and anx-
ious to 'go after The Register and.
exterminate it it they can. The two
afternoon newspapers controlled by
the corporations and whiskey inter-
ests were well represented on the
other side and we doubt if some of
them would 'take the stand in the
McCracken county court house and
testify as they did .at Smithland.
Their object is clear. With The
Register out of the way those ele-
ments woud have a clear field in
this city. Controlling the other two
papers, they would gain a still strong-
c hold upon this city • and in less
than a year the city would be wide
open and the people get the full bene-
fi of corporation and whiskey domi-
nation The Register has always
stood for law, order, decency an -I
good' morals; It has stood for the
homes and the right of .the decent
people_to liveaiu a nicua: atmospherea
We have also stood•firm for people
against.. the enctoaehments of cor-
porate power--in fine we have
fought- the battles of the people, and
it is being done at a great cost. A
merchant can hardly advertise in our
columns but what some of those who
hound the paper, does not go to
'i-.im and express displeasure. This
makes the warfare constant and re-
lentless but if the good people awake
to their opportunity, it will only be
a matter of time before a wonderful
change will be wrought in this fair
city.
The corporation and whiskey
crowd thought they saw the chance
to put The Register out of business,
so they set tht:: forces to work, and
with an exception or two had every
real enemy of the newspaper on the
ground to aid in .demolishing it;
They went to Smithland prepared to
stay a week and many of them testi-
fied so very much alike that it seem-
ed rather suspicious to us, but they
failed in their object and we have
reasons now to believe that it will
react upon them.
While a verdict was given against
us yesterday that does not end the
case. We have had three fights with
that very same crowd in the court




all thret of the
two more cases
against us now in
oue of which we
won in the :ower court and one with
a small judgment against us, and we
have no fears of the outcome. In the
present case we will not consider it
closed until the coin of final reso:t
has reviewed it. For over ten years
we have had a most vicious crowd
against The Register at every turn,
but we have managed to move along
jest the same, and will continue to
give our best efforts towards stand-
ing for good government and the
rights of the people. One man
against a gang is an uneven battle,
but if the good -citizens el Paducah
will come out and take the stand
which it is to their interest to taste,
they wil: see that crqwd swept aside
and this city ruled and governed for
the best interests of the people.
Go After The Gambling Houses.
The Louisville Herad is hot after
the gambl
•
ers in Louisville, and in
yesterday's issue prints a sketch
showing Room iii of the Galt House,
which that paper openly charges as
being a gambling room and in which
one of the reporters witnessed a
crowd engaged in the game. The fol-
lowing is taken from the Herald's
account of the exposure:
fact and that is, a certain element IGoV. Beckham on the promise thatIn this city which might be termed he woad never again engage in
“Gambling is conducted at the
Galt House in defiance of the law;
aith the knowledge and consent of
the Galt House management, and,
' silence giving- consent," with the
approval of the mayor and the Board
of Safety.
'1,ast night a reporter for The
Herald saw two docen men, .the ma-
jority being participantliia a game in
progress in room ill 'in the Ga•t
House. He saw politicians, Demos'
Ct ats and Republicans bookmakers
and race track followers, playing
chips, for which he saw them pay
the cash.
"This reporter for The Herald saw
State officials in the crowd jostled
by touts and blacklegs driven from
the local race tracks by Pinkerton'.
and Capt. Jacobs.
, "The Herald has frequently called
attention to this game, and, to
avoid undue publicity in the matter,
notified eac'h of the Directors ,of the
Galt House of the gambling being
conducted on their premises.
"The man who runs this game was
once convicted of relining a gam-
bling house, was sentenced to the-




There are 'hotels in Paducah in
which it is said that gambling is
conducted and also in many rooms
over some of the saloons. The time
has come for Paducah to get rid of
such establishments. They are here
and even though thousands of our
citizens never visit those places, yet
they are satisfied that they exist.
If they do exist, and no one will
deny it, why are they not closed up
There is zn element back of the
gambing hells of Paducah who pro-
fess to have pulls and influence suf-
ficient to see that the games are not
disturbed. At any rate they are not
disturbed.
We wish to ask the business men
of this city if they do not think it
about time ,to give some attentioa
to th matter. Many of aliair clerks
and bookkeepers are supporting the
gambling houses of this city, and in
some- instances the_y are dtain-g at
with other peoples money. If the
business men and good citizens de-
sire to clear the city of gambling re-
sorts it can be done and the best
way, to our notion, is to go after the
landlords. In .Kentucky it is a fel
ony to permit gaming on the prem-
ises. Men who stand in the back-
ground arid share in the profits from
the gambling rooms where the
young men are robbed, are as guilty
of crime as the fellows who set up
the- games and •if-I few Of the so.-
cal'ed respectable landlords are
brought before the courts, it would
not be a week before all gamblng
paraphernalia would disappear from
the city. To much consideration are
given a class of men in this city .be-
cause they have sonic money ad
wear good clothes; If they are mak-
ing a profit out of N ice and crime in
this city they should be classed with
that element. Other people have too













Paducah Presbytery Convenes at
Fulton Tuesday for a Several
Day's Session-Church News.
A very beautiful and impressive
gathering in memory of the dead was
that held yesterday afternoon at
4 o'clock above the grave of the late
Rev. John Cheek in Oak Grove ceme-
tery by a large concourse of his
bereft friends The high esteem and
great love in which the departed di-
vine is held, was in ample evidence
at the assembly.
Rev. George Cates has been at
Mayfield conducting a revival for
some weeks, and brought it to a
close last' evening. 'He was asso-
ciated with Rey. Cheek , at the _pro,
tracted meeting held, here for many
months last fall, and while he was
in Texas seeking health. Yesterday
morning Rev. Cates came here from
Mayfield to pay a visit to the grave
of his former associate and noble
fellow worker. Learning of his in-
tended visit Paducah friends in a vary
large crowd flocked to the cenvetery
where they completely covered the
giava with 'beautiful floral tribute-
Then about 200 gathered at tha plot
and conducted one of the n.ost
touching and impressive prayer cer-
vices ever witnessed in this section.
Short eulogistic addresses were
made, prayers delivered and sweet
singing conductodl.
War and Politics.
(Nashville Banner) Closing Conference.The idea has long prevailed that Presiding Elder J. W. 1Ilackardpolitics is a form of war which justi- yesterday held his last quarterly con-fies the adoption of the remorseless ference of the year for the Lebanonmethods that characterize the warfare Methodist church in this cotatty, andof armies on the field of bloody strife the statements showed' the cungrega--the feints, the deceptions, the sur- tion to be in a flourishing cond:tion.prise, the taking of unfair and ruthiess Quite a large crowd was in altaid-advantage, and all the cruel arts that ante at the meeting.can be rrrade of avail by ingenuity
and force. Foliticiana, as a rule., as- Building Society.surne to have greater license in the The First Presbyterian Buildingcampaigns between parties than 'they society will meet tomorrow afternoonwould have in the ordinary test nd at 4 o'clock at the pastor's study. Ancontests of civil life, and often 1 ti- election of officers will be held, there-cal campaigns are of such embi ed fore a full attendance is d.'sired.character ehe judicious are ma to
grieve, and disgust takes the place of Mission Society.patriotic interest. It is a commend- Thc Women's Home M;.sion so-ably htnnane cpirit which insists up- riety of the Trimbli street Methodiston making war less cruel and terra church will meet at 3 o'clock tomor-ble and dreams of the ultimate labia- row afternoon with Mrs. W. L.ishment of murderous strife between Puckett of 926 Harrison trees.nations, and at this tone when there
is an increasing general demand for Presbytery Convenes.refortnoi of many kinds. it would be The Paducah Presbytery will con-well to carry the principle of reform vette next Tuesday at the Walnutinto politics, not only in the interest street prestryterian church. and con-of clean and honest elections, but also tinue through until Thursda evening,for making political discussions fair dining which time marry delegatesand free from deception, trickeries of will be in attendance.argument and prejudicial appears and'
ugly and rasping personalities. ..The
Washington Star has the following
editorial on this subject:
"In the course of time many con-
ferences have been held with the aim
of ameliorating the cruelties of war.
This is emlneraly proper. The cruel-
ties of war deserve to be ameliorated.
In fact, there ought to be no war. It
iv more or less hazardous to-those
engaged in it, and decidedly expen-
vive to those who have to pay for it.
But in the present imperfect condi-
tion of human nature: war seems nec-
essary for the world's peace.
But while good-natured surgical ex-
perts are searching for ways to heal
woundts quicker, that the wounded
may the sooner get back to the firing
line that they may wound and he
wounded some name, 'and while equal-
ly good-natured philanthropists are
seeking to make war merciful, it
seems strange that nobody thinks of
introducing sani ary measures and
merciful tactics into politics.
"Politics is a sphere of human, or
inhuman, activity, where the black
flag darkens the landscape, where the
white flag is a fair target, where dame-
durn 'bullets and poisoned arrows are
the fashion, wthere guerilla tactics,
bushwhacking, sniping and ambush-
ing are conaidered polite practices and
where the rates and usages of civil-
ized warfare are held in no esteeras"
KILL SHUSSAND INSALOON
La Fayette, Ind., Sept. 22.-Char-
les Lawson, while behind the bar of
his saloon in the heart of the city
ton'ight was shot and killed by his
wife, M,rs, Charles Lawson. The wo-
man, 4companied by her little
daughterv entered the place and a
quarrel naued. Lawson, it is claimed,
threw a beer glass at his wife and
rushed f\som behind the bar tot attack
her. Mrs! Lawson drew a revolver.
She fired four shots, three of which
took effect. Lawson died while on
the way to a hospital. Mrs. Lawson
was arrested.
First Presbyterial:.
At this morning's serv ea in the
First Presbyterian churcia.' special
music will be rendered N'-. George
Bagby singing the offert .-y, while
several pieces will be r • tiered by
the quartette cornpo4ed of irs. David
M. Flournoy, Miss Mamie Dryfuss,
and Messrs Emmett Bagb) and Gc, i
Bagby.
W. C. T. U.
The Paducah Woman's Christiaa
Temperance Union held its annual
election of officers last Thursday af-
ternoon when the fol owing Apersoss
were elected:
President-Mrs. Eliza Puryear.
Vice preisdent-Mrs. Dorothy Ko-
ger.




Treasurer-Miss H. E. Brooks.
All superintendents of the different
departments were reappointed. The
annual dues have been changed from
fifty cents to one dollar, and the hour
of meeting from 4 p. m. to 3 p. m.
The Paducah union is unquestion-
ably better equipped at the present
time than for a number of years, and
is full of plans for the prosecution of
the work the coming year.
CHURCH BARS PAWNBROKER
. Oklahoma City, Ok., Sept. 22.-Be-
cause of certain alleged remarks on
the orthodox Hebrew religion the or
thodox Pewish congregation here
secured an injunction yesterday to
restrain Samuel Goldstein, a pawn-
broker, from attending the synagogue
The papers were served by the sher-
iff but' Goldstein ignored them and
attended the service. No attempt was
made to eject him from the meeting
and it his not been decided whether
the congregation will request thesar-
raignmnt of the member for contempt
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OUR LINE OF NEW DRESS GOODS FOR FALL HAS JUST
BEEN PLACED ON SALE, AND WE INVITE YOU TO INSPECT
OUR STOCK BEFORE BUYING.
PLAIDS AND CHECKS
WE ARE SHOWING SOME BEAUTIFUL GRAY PLADDS,
INCHES WIDE, AT 98c AND $1.25.
46-INCH GRAY STRIPE PANAMAS 81.25
52-INCH BLUE STRIPE PANAMA .... $1.48
46-INCH GRAY PANAMA
54-INCH GRAY PANAMA ..
36-INCH GRAY PLAID 
36-INCH BLUE PLAID.. .. 50CSOME BRIGHT PLAIDS IN SILK AND WOOL FOR WAISTS
AND CHILDREN'S DRESSES, AT  $t.00
56-INCH FANCY GRAY CLOAKING, SUITABLE FOR MISSES AND






52-INCH CRAVENETTES, IN OXFORD, TAN AND GRAY, AT $1.0052-INCH SHOWER-PROOF TAN CRAVENETTE AT .. $1.50
WOOL TAFFETA
WOOL TAFFETA, THE SEASON'S CHOICE FABRIC, IN ALICEOLD ROSE, RED, NAVY AND BLACK, 48-IN., AT.....
SPECIAL BROADCLOTH
CHIFFON BROADCLOTH IN BLACK AND THE NEW SHADE OFRED, 48-IN., AT 
PRUNELLS
SATIN-FINISHED PRUNELLA,
RED. NAVY AND BLACK.
HENRIETTAS
$1.50
42 INCHES, BROWN, BLUE,
42-INCH ALL-WOOL, SILK FINISHED, IN RED, BROWN, GREEN,ROYAL, GRAY, NAVY AND BLACK, AT 98c38-INCH, IN LAVANDER, OLD ROSE, BROWN, RE') AND :SLACK.36-INCH AT 5oc, IN ALL SHADES.
36-INCH AT 35c, IN ALL SHADES.
LUCANIA CLOTH
LUCANIA, 4o-INCH, NAVY. BROWN, RED AND GREEN AT 75cALBATROSS, 36-INCH, ALL SHADES, INCLUDING HIGH COL-ORS, AT ... 
 Soc
FRENCH SERGES
FRENCH SERGES, 36-INCH, IN GRAY. GREEN, ALICE. RED. NA-VY, ROYAL AND BROWN, AT  
FINE BATISTE
BATISTE. A LIGHT-WEIGHT FABRIC, VERY POPULAR, IN ALLLEADING SHADES, AT 
Sgc
VENETIANS AND BROADCLOTHS
WE ARE SHOWING A FULL LINE OF co INCH VENETIANSAND BROADCLOTHS AT 9k, WORTH 81.25.
BLACK DRESS GOODS
PANAMA, A VERY SERVICEABLE MATERIAL. WE HAVE IT44 INCHES WIDE AT  50c. 75c AND 9k54 INCHES WIDE AT  $1.50WOOL TAFFETAS. 44-INCH  911cWOOL TAFFETAS, 51-INCH  111.25
VOILES ARE ALWAYS FAVORITES. WE HAVE IT AT 30e. 735.,98c AND $1.00.
FRENCH SERGE   Soc, 73c. 9gcHEAVY SERGE 4Sci 98c. $1.25. g1-35HERRINGBONE. MELROSE. FRENCH TWILL. SILK WARPMELROSE, COLLINGDALE. VELOUR SUITING, TOILE, LANS-DOWNE, NUNS VEILING. FRENCH CORD AND MANY OTHERDESIRABLE GOODS, RANGING IN PRICE FROM 9k TO gm 75.A LINE OF LIGHT-WEIGHTFANCY BLACK GOODS. FIG-URES AND STRIPES, AT 9k, St.'s, $1.50 and $z.75.
A GOOD LINE OF 75c BLACK GOODS, INCLUDINI PANA-MAS. MAXILLAS, BLARNEY SUITINGNSERGES AND
NUNS VEILING. 29-IN 35cHENRIETTA, 36-IN.
STORM SERGE, 36-IN .. 







WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LINE OF SILK NETSFOR OVER-DRESSES. IN PLAIN, COIN DOT AND IN CHANTIL-LY LACE, AT 65c. 75c, glk $i.so AND 81.75.
SILKS
LOT OF TAFFETA FINISHED, PLAID HABUTAI SILK AT 5.0c20-INCH PLAIDS AT $1.0027-INCH PLAIDS AT Von36-INCH SELF PLAIDS AT $1.2336-IN-CH FANCY SILKS. IN STRIPES AND CHECKS, AT $1.0036-INCH CHANGEABLE TAFFETA 
36-INCH GUARANTEED BLACK TAFFETA  Si.0036-INCH "SKINNER'S" TAFFETA  $1.7536-INCH PEAU DE SOIE Se.00 AND $i.5oA CHOICE LOT OF itl-INCH SILKS. IN STRIPES AND CHECKS,AT 
TRIMMINGS
OUR NEW LINES OF 'DRESS TRIMMINGS ARE COMPLETE,CONSISTING OF PERSIAN BANDS, SILK APPLIQUES, VELVETMEDALLIONS, PULL BRAIDS AND MANY FANCY NOVELTIES.A CHOICE LINE OF ALL-OVER LACE YOKING-BANDS ANDEDGES TO MATCH.
AN ASSORTMENT OF BABY IRISH BANDS AND EDGES TOMATCH.
VELVETS
OUR NEW PAON VELVET IS HERE IN BLACK AND COLORSAT $i.00. THIS IS A REGULAR $1.25 VALUE.
WHITE WOOL GOODS
WE HAVE MANY DESIRABLE MATERIALS IN OUR WHITEGOODS-CHEVIOTS, PANAMAS, MOHAIR, BROADCLOTH, DOT-TED BEDFORD CORD. SERGES, ALBATROSS AND NUNS VEIL-ING.
PRESSED FLANNEL
27-INCH PRESSED FLANNEL FOR INFANTS' SACQUES, INBLUE, PINK AND WHITE, AT 65c.
URCLUITIOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
Dieplay of

























RUINS MARK THE SIGHT
OF JELLIGO, TENNESSEE
HARDLY A BUILDING LEFT STANDING IN THE LITTLE
TOWN WHERE DYNAMITE EXPLOSION OCCURRED,
WHILE EIGHT PEOPLE A RE DEAD.
Jellico, Tenn., Sept. 22.—Jellico,
is today in ruins as a result of
the explosion of dynamite Friday
morning. Every ibuilding on the
Kentucky side Was destroyed. Many
buildings on the Tennessee side were
also either destroyed' or partly de-
molished. The revised list of dead
is as follows:
J. M. Cooke, yardmaster for the.
Louisville & Nashville railroad.





George AdIctirys, linernran for the
East Tennessee Telephone company.
John Coch, merchant.
Emma Rains, three-year-old child.
The fatally injured are:
George Hudson, bartender.
Jim Reynolds, colored.






The accident occurred at precisely
9:45 o'clock. Every clock in the city
stopped at that hour.
Cause of Explosion.
_The explosion was due either to-
shots having been fired at the car, or a mgin being kiled. Thirty small
"kicking" the loaded car. It is dwelling houses on the Kentucky side
claimed that Walter Rodgers and Joe were either totally or partly demol-
'Sellers were firing at a target on the ished.
scores
car. Late yesterday a second theory
was brought forth that a Southern
railway car t̀ kicked" the loaded 'car.
No one Will ever know. There were
no witnesses. Rogers and Sellers were
blown into eternity, not a vestige of
the imien remaining. j. M. Cooke, the
yardmaster, was supposed to have
been near the aocident. His mangled
remains were found several hundred
feet from the 4iccident by his twelve-
year-old Atrl. Thiel explosion was
deafening, being heard for fifty miles,
at Barbourville and Middlesboro. An
engine on which Engineer _Sellers ran
was completely diemolished.
The cur in which the dynamite was
stored was shattered into kindling
wood. A hole under the car was dug
sufficiently large to hold a two-story
building. The track was torn up for
a 'hundred yards. The depot was
shattered, and its occupants were in-
jured. The warehouse of the Jellico
Grocery company, which was near
of persons the depot, was completely demQ1-
ished. The express office was shat-
tered into kindling wood.
Saloons Demolished.
Twenty-one saloons in Jellico, Ky.,
were completely demolished. Their
occupants escaped miracutoutlY;no
AUCTION HORSE SHOW BOXES
TOMORROW NIGHT
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDERS WILL GO THE BOXES WHICH
ARE CHOICE OF THE GRANDSTAND SEATS—MANY CHIL-
DREN WILL ENTER THE EVENTS FOR THE LITTLE PEO-
PLE, WHILE ABOUT TWENTY-FIVE COUPLES WILL BE IN• THE DRILL BY YOUNG LAD IES AND GENTLMEN6
Arrangements for the approachOg
horse .01,.w are being rapidly pushed
forward by those in charge, as only
ten days until the affair com-
mences, and there is much to be
done in completing preparations. The
indications are that the entertainment
will eclipse anything of its nature
ever held in this section of the coun-
try during recent years, and thou-
sand* are preparing to witness the
many entertaining features.
Yomorrow evening in The Palmer
rotunda thers will be auctioned off to
the highest bidders the grandstand
boxes that are to be occupied by
spectators during the show. Last
year all the boxes brought high fig-
ures and all were sold in a hurry, but
this year it i, anticipated that more
will he realized from this/ source,
as there is quite a demand for the
stalls.
Mrs j Campbell Flournoy and the
other • ladies having charge of the
children features for the show held
a meeting of the little ones yester-
day afternoon at the baseball grounds
and got well under way their ar-
rangements in this particular respect.
Nfore children will be entered this
year than were last fall, and some of
the rigs will be very handsome. The
vehicles wIl be gorgeously skeorated,
as last year, and occupecli by the little
tots, while rnany of the children have
already entered the riding drill feat-
ure that proved uausually attractive
at the 1905 show. It s probable that
thirty or forty children ,altogeth•r
will participate. v
Dr. Victor Votia will have another
meeting 'tomorrow /evening of the
grown people who will take part in
the horseback drill. Several gather-
ings 'have been conducted already and
when the dates arrive it is believed
that at leas.; twenty-five couples will
be entered in this feature.
I Word from the surrounding cities
continues coning in, and is of an un-
usual encouraging nature, as all the
stock dealers have written they will
be on hand to -display their animals
and enter the dINi4nt events. The
prizes this year are three-fold larger
than those of igo5. and taken as a




MR. fHOMAS COCHRAN PASS-
ED AWAY OF DROPSY AT
ROSE CLAIRE.
Relatives in This City Have Received
Word of the Death of Mr. Jo'-n
Radel in Baltirrore.
Mr. J. W. Ione% of use South
Fourth strket. and his niece, Miss
Alice Jones will return today from
Rose Claire. III.. \viler: they were
called by the death of the former's
brother-in-law, Mr. Thomas Cochran
who passed away there last Thursday
after a lingling Biless with dropsy.
The deceased was a man sixty
41 yeafs of age and a well known re-
tired merchant of the Illinois city
where 'his existence ended. Besides
his wife, he is survived by one broth-
ed. Mr. Henry Cochran.
The remains were interred Friday
ot the Rose Claire cemetery.
Die In Baltimore.
Relatives of this city have receiv-
ted word that' Mt. PAM Ra(141 died
Seetestiber 7th in the benititl at Bal-
'timere, after I lIngetiafg Valetta *AN
pulmonary tuberetrosis. Vhe remOns
were buried in that city !where he had
resided for the past feve .rfass.
The deceased spent his boyhood
4 days lit Beadatoain, Tft., but le known'
to many people of this city wbere he
0.1 visited. 
"
Mira. John N. 'Midas leaves
Morrow for Atlanta, (la:, 10 visit
brother M'i• Frank Judge.
—The steamer City of Savannah is
laying at 'Hickman, Ky., in the, Mis-
sissippi river, with a broken'', "haft'
'that it will take six weeks to repair:
She is owned by Captain James
'Knives live. but ,:chaelered to 44
2dcrrlibs rad Vrckilittrg chatpan)-.
to-
}Ter
+ +++ + + + s.s + ++ +
PERSONAL MENTION. 4:
+ + + + -t•
Mrs. Sarah A.
Mnyfield.
Mrs. Lena Efinger and Miss
Pauline Roth are spending several
weeks with friends in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Miss Blanche Bishop of Madison-
ville. returned home yesterday after
visiting her sister, We W. H. Sugg.
Miss Tommie Wallace of the St.
John neighborhood is visiting her
sister on Campbell street.
Mr. W. M. Tucker, the boiler-
'mikes. returned yesterday front Chi-
cago.
Miss Lillie Phillips has gone to
Mayfield to visit Miss Nettie Winsett.
Dr. J. J. Griffith has returned from
Nashville, where he placed his daugh-
ter in college.
Misses Catherine and Ethel
Robertson of South Ninth,, are visit-
ing in Martinsville and Sturgis. Ky.
Mr. James Scott has returned from
a trip to St. Louis.
Mr. A. Carter of Louisville is visit-
ing his sister, Mrs. JoseNh Washing-
ton of South Fourth street.
Miss Odic Bowen of South Fottrth,
is visiting in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Alderman Samuel Hubbard has re-
turned from Water Valley, Ky.
Misses Corinne and Lillie Mae
Winstead leave tomorrow to visit in
Nashville, Chattanooga and' Atlanta,
Ga.
Mr. Mattr,ice Nath of Lottisville is
in the city visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mts. N. B. Nash of North
Ninth.
M. James Quinn went to Mayfield
yesterday to spend Sunday.
Mr. Lloyd Bloomfield is here from
crleonda. Ill., on business.
Miss Minnie Ratcliffe has ..etitTned
from a month's visit at Grayson
gpiings, Ky.
Dr. I. 13. Rowell has returned from
Atlanta, Ga.
Raggagemaster W. P. Harmers of
the I. Ce, run from here to Centralia,
has resigned and gone to Cairo to
tae run but of there. No successor
has bon selected yet for the local
+ + + + + + •t• + *
Crouse is visiting in
Luzum
OAL.•




E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE itES.T KENTUCEY
Costl sold on the market. Wily zenci your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky productfor less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy Luzerne
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE













Mt. Carmel, 1.2, standing.
Nashville, 12.2, rising.
Pittsburg, 6.o, rising.
Davis Island Dam, 3.1, rising.
St. Louis, go, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 4.4, falling..
Paducah, 6.5, falling.
The towboats Jim Duffy and Rus-
sell Lord left last night for the Ten-
nessee river after tie tows.
The new towboat Scotia was let
into the river yesterday from the dry
docks. It will take several weeks
yet to complete her upperworks.
The Inverness will get away Tues-
day for the rivers aker a tow of
ties.
The Wash Honshell has passed up
the Ohio river for Louisville with
a tow of barges.
The steamer Kentucky got out for
the Tennessee river yesterday after-
noon. She Comes back again next
Thursday night.
The steamer Cylde comes out of the
Tennessee river tomorrow night late
and lays here until 5 o'clock Wedees-
day afternoon ,before slapping away
on 'her return to that river. • t"
The John S. Hopkins went yester-
day to Evansville and comes back
next Tuesday.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in today
from Evansville and lays until to
o'clock tomorrow morning before get-
ting out on her return that way.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Nashville and leaves °tomorrow for
Clarksville.
The steamer Dick Fowler returned-
last night from Cairo. She lays until,
3 o'clock 'tomorrow morning before
departing on her return that was,
The E. Douglas, Inverness and Jim
Duffy have arrived from the Tennes-
see river with tie tows.
The City of Saltillo left St. Louis
last night and gets here tomorrow
-morning en route to the Tennessee
river.
Shipments of coal w;11 probably be
r.ade from Pittsburg today. Whi.c
the rains in the Moimnsrahela valley
failed to materialize, there has been
a material rise around the 'Smoky
C•ty. Thousands of bushels of coal
are on barges in the :arbor there, anil
the Crews of the towboats are in read-
iness. The harbor presents a busy
scene. While a large amount of the
shipment is for points farther South.
considerable 'is for Louisville and as
a consequence the combine will soon
begin to make preparations for receiv-
ing and sending the coal on South
.The local office did not receive any
word from Pittsburg, but a special
from there indicate; that conditions
arc favorable.
• NEWS. IN BRIEF
Dr. Alfred II. Flower of Boston,
Mass., will arrive VViednesday to
visit Mrs. Bettie Buckner of Eighth
and Jefferson. He is the youngest
brother of Rev.. Flowers, who for
years was pastor of the Christian
church here.
—Under their new agreement all
the retail stores closed last evening
at to o'clock. This hour will con-
tunic to prevail on Saturday evening,
except during Christmas week.
—Mr. J. C. Clair, the industrial
commissioner for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, October' 2nd starts upon
ININNONNNIONNINSOMIONMIMPOINDOININIMINC 4111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I
DOROTHY DODD
ANNOUNCEMENT! 1T _._.HE EVENT of Paducah footwear season will be the introduc-
tiorr, as our leading. line for women, of the far-famed "DOROOTHY
DODD" Shoe. For years we have carried on a careful and systematic
tudy of the shoe business. Intent on securing the best, every reput-
able line of women t shoes in the- world's markets has passed under our—
inspection. Not content with merely an examination of the finished pro-
diect, we have watched. many of them in progress of manufacture, and
in some cases from the cuting bench to the finishing room. After duly
-weighing all advantages and disadvantages our final choicsi is the
"Dorothy Dodd Shoe 9!
Retailing at $4.00, $3.50, $3.00 the pair
This shoe is, in our estimation, the best for the above prices of any in
the shoe world today. It is striking in style, faultless in fit and of mod-
erate price—three points that carrnot help but appeal to every woman.
Another strOng point is their wide and varied range of styles. The
"DOROTHY DODD" line not only affords the proper style for each and
every occasion, but each style is divided and sub-divided by variations of
design and material, until the possibilities or cll..ce arc practically
' limitless.
Lendler & Lydon, 1
Phone 675 309 Broadway.
r•••••4001)041041101116000111110001110011
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a tour over the system with a special 114.
train doing work for the Farmers'
institutes. Attempts are being made
to get him to come here October 18,
its and 20 and participate in the state
meeting to be hel.ca by the Kentucky
Farmers' Institute. Dean W. J.
Fraser. of the Urbana. Ill., college,
and chief of the dairy and husbandry
department. has been invited to come
and attend the institute.
—Preaching occurs this evening at
the Rescue Mission on South Third
street.
Liquor Improves with age. The
longer you keep it the better it is for
you. Figure it out.
The minute a man accomplishes
anything he is called a crank by those
who have failed.
....Sterling Silverware..
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection ..,„
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the advantages we
are offering this season in silverware.AIWA..  JOY10101
Now is the time for you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME _and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehalljand
Agatite Cement- "KING OF CEMENT."
M Cunningham,
Phener Old 960, New 245.
•
- - Thirteenth and Adams Street
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REAL MEN AND WOMEN OF
•• 7 •".
: Ia • Az-a
'-re they l';•
This is the undid:len qiiery that
rists in th•.• minds f nire.7c,....ths of
those who v.:1tness• the pr;ormances
of iC Grunatho trcap-e .of it.trobats
in the Barnum & Bailey circus. lit
fact, the rel uHon•ship between the
-latnili;.;s- or "troupes- of ipe:-
lir.- 7_7:4 in (lc eircIts is a matter Of
-tini;ersal ciu:• In the cir:us
perb.r. v.-ho pt.s.•:tt :heir
act, in urison are, in the majority of
as "brothers" or
Whe:;:ler this












r• •tiot. hip may b r.adily Id)
in clever acrobatic pyrzic.,•il
won•• thc tr:o who form the
•est;:' ••••••.- •.•• ;1









a long line c:ever arenic artists.
Grunithos' mother and father,. and their families before them,' werecircus performers. M. Grunatho isalso heir to the cdevcrness of a long:list of circus veople. Although Ger-man l;y Lirth, the Grunatho "sisters"have spent most of their lives inFr-nee, and -are tenerally known as:Parisians.
The linettermann Sisters. whose
periorrniances with -the high schoolhorses are also notably clever, are"isle:(;" tbr professional tPasons
only. They have won considerable
fame in Europe, not only because of
•their clever riding ,but also by rea-
son of their dainty and attractive cos-
tuming. One of the "sisters" is in
private life Mme. Cae,ar Guillietti.
:She is the daughter of Gustab Hoot-
- termann, who, during his long Career,
has taught equestrianism in neariy
every important royal court in Eu-
rope. In recent years Herr Hnetter-
mann hati conducted a riding school
.under the patronage of the nobility at
Prague, Bohemia. Ile also enjoys a
pension from the emperor in consid-
eration of his many years Of service
in the imperial family.
Isabelle Butler, the dauntless Amer-
lean girl who drives the auto in the

















•tal fa lies or parts of
1••:ornz isarth;_. leader
Ile is. assisted by his
1, Alfredo, a lit;1.• H
some remarkable
nits; his two brothers,
lirss a son iabo appears
.1 a. sistio• .and a!
ne..Florenz. M. Flor-
ceic.'ant of •ttany ger.-
•tt s performers. Mme.
•• -./11 the daughter of a
-•
a cc and speaks and
's' 's nearly all the European Ian-
, nage.; with il••••mcy. Her knowledge
of -books is ui. mal. and her conver-
Aational pow.-r; are a surprise to thosq
who rieet .;ifted woman for the
fo•st
- T' r --1-troupe 61 aerial
ios who are
am two 2.O'Ing
"'u.sto T ida Se•_,rist,
l•ra.; "'atrily." Ella rod
r, d• ;7 t tib•and wiTe.
P .,!•;:' • ; • c'..evz.r.•.e-„;. rile
Ro.mers. the Anterican princi;a: rid-
ate NI-. :!r R s•-.7ey
rr;v-tz life. 1•7«1 1.;•!*.'e
Jtili;:n are a1•0 a••: lo- lst.• of mar-
ried folks. Potli were. figuratively
speaking, "born in the circus," and
me: and loved under the circus can-
vas. J,, ie Demott. the dainty little
mersiauLerim1e,
•rles Robinson. She retired for
• -.Teri y.ars after her marriage, but
• e claims of the circus arena were
too alluring and she has returned to
7e:1CW her former triumphs with thc
Barnum & Bailey circus.
There are, in fact, very few women
with the big show who are not either
married or in companies with mem-
bers of their own families. The Meets
Sisters are members ot the famous
English Meers family, that has been
successfully associated with the cir-
cus arena for generations. One of the°
sisters is the wife of Danny Ryan,
the popular clown. Les -Rowland,
the French company of equestrian ac-
robats who perform on horsesback
and in a tallyho coach, comprises
three married couples, all 'of whom
are connected by marriage or other
relationship; the Ray Thompson
troupe of menage riders includes sev-
eral horsemen and' !horsewomen of
two families; the Vorlops troupe of
dancers comprise eight clever people,
all of whom are related.
One of the recent additions to the
circus -company is Mine. Margot Von
S.tutterheint. from Dresden: The
madame has never before visited
America, and this is her first appear-
ance with a circus, and yet she is so
clever that she commands a very high
salary with the Barnum & Bailey
show. Mime. Von Stutterheim is not
only an unusually pretty woman ,but










WE EX 1END TO OUR
RIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETIN"; AND WITH IT AN
EARNES1 INVITATION TO
CALL TO ;e.:E OUR HANDSOME
LINE C* .ALL AND WINTER
FOREIt..1 AND DOMESTIC
S AD OUR PRICES
WIL! YOU.
Dicke 11 Mad, 516 Bway.
TWO MORE COUN-
TIES GO DRY




Versailles, Ky., Sept. 22.—Localoption has won in Woodford countyby 533 majority. The Versailles pre-cincts went wet by hi votes, while thetown of Midway gave a dry majorityof too. Under the order of election,Woodford county voted as a unit.therefore the result takes whisky outof the entire county, including Ver-sailles. It is said the saloon menwill contest the validity of the elec-tion as far as it applies to Versailles.The election was quiet and orderly.
Church bells were rung at intervals
during the day and an all day ora{ermeeting was bild by the women. The
temperance people are jubilant overtheir victory.
Nicholasville in Line.
Nicholasville, Ky., Sept. 22. —Nich-
olasville went dry at yesterdays' elec-tion by a maojrity of 18. The resultwas a surprise to many people anda great disappointment to the whisky),
men.
The victory was the more remark-
able because the local option faction
did not spend a cent for votes Much
credit is given to the women who held
prayer meetings in the Southern
Methodist church during the day.
served coffee and sandwiches at the
polls, while a band of children sang
temperance songs on the streets. The
negro vote .which the whisky men
had been 'claiming, went largely for
temperance.
A large crowd gathered in • he
court house yard early in the after-
noon to await the returns. When the
official count was announced. the re-
ojicing was great. People cheered,
bells were rung and- an ovation given
to the men and women who had taken
such active part in the campaign.
There has been r- hard feelings and
there was no trouble.
•
The Claim Jumped.
R. T. Lowery. recently of Nelson.
B. C., is an editor with a newspaper.
hut without a home The postal au-
thorities have notified him that his
paper. The Claim, will no longer he
permitted to go through the mail with-
;in 4e domains of King Edward. Low-
iery, therefore, with his subscription
ili‘t in his pocket, will tramp the
country, publishing in every town
wherever he happens to be. In years
gone by -he has had an eventful ca-
reer in the mining camps of British
Columbia. When publishing in Kalse.
B C. he predicted the collapse of the
milling boon, in that town and wasnearly lynched for his truthfulness.
He got a farewell issue of his paper.
Or the first page was a tombstone
made of printers' rule, and over ;t the
inscription. "Busted, B-gosb." The :s-
sue contained the unpaid advertise-
ments turned upside down as a gentle
reminder of the (Delinquents. After
that he jumped the town.—Advertis-
ing World.
War
Some men find) it as difficult te get
out of debt as either, tilo to get in.
Toknorrow nests- oenves•—that is,
until you have a note to meet.
wearing becoming costumes of the
latest mode.
These glimpses of the "real" men
and women of the circus might be ex-
tended without limit. Those rhea have
been given will serve to give an added
interest and charm to the personal
sidle of the big siliow when it exhibits
in Paducah next Thursday ,Septernher
27.
•
Pictures. Thpfunit i, CertificatesWater and Oil COleca,




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
I 
Some men are never satisfied unlessthey are on the wrong side.
A woman usually has a rug in frontof her mirror to cover the hole in the
carpet. ,
hY •




....of the Hightst Excellence....
IGAppeals to theTArtistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN et CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
Have You
Started?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it We pay













































Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used "ordinary"
spices. Our spices are pure
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use














That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Rex.
BACON'S
DRUG STORK.







L. A. Lagomars no.
ILLINOIS CENTRA L
" RAILWAY BULLETIN
Louisa:11e. Ky., Horse Show: Dates
• ea' sale September 30th to October
trth 1906 inclusive, limit October 8th.
1906. Round trip rate $850.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentncky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 30th. October tat and and,
.19136. limit October 6th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
ef sale October 2nd to 13th, 106
inclusive, limit October 14th. 1905
Round trip rate fg.35.4
•
whool. Ile examined the spiral fine ,
April 29, 1899, $771, paid allay 31,
1899; Jan. to. 1902. $493.45. paid Jan.
31. 1902. •
In these three cases Welton drew
warrants upon the county treasurer
for the amoents mentioned for fees
due him. The warrants show that the
money was paid Welton. but no trace
of it is found' in the cash books.
It is items of this sort that make
up the amount of shortage alreadyvalved' the attack on the piano was
charged against the dead clerk. Themade by one of the offenders. The
tow discrepancica consist of retain-captives' ages range front 9 to 14, add-
itag cash fees paid by citizens foring these two figures, the win- 
filing papers and the like.ning centrbination—twenty-three—ts
May Investigate Other Offices.solved. This has nothing te do with
It is probable that the investigation
. the of Welton's office will be alolloveed
the case, but came in as part of 
evidence. 
by one in the other offices in HenryThe hearing of the cases will be
rotinty. The other fee officers arenovel. The parents will meet the .Tr,h, cnonev J.
uaeat aetective in the principals of- D. Stires, sheriff. and P. !T. Keeler,five and will arrange a aettlement .The
clerk of circuit court and recorder.piano announced that it would accept
The expert for the county super-Lexington Ky., Fall Races: Datei $40 damages. eisors is expected to begin work next
. ,
The confection made by one of the !
band is as follows./ e anti inc
o'la a to ••• li,nye l-,--1 .-reellt fn with
the fiee esenee, Tawas 'better than the
(-Mites. because it didn't cost 'any-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + •
Kentucky Fair Dates.AO. 
40'
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + •
Henderaon, September 26-4 days.
Falmouth, Septtember 26--4 days.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days...
,wertaboro. 0-tober 2—; thus.
h
MNIMENIONNO•e$8.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +,
+ DOINGS AT liOGWALLOW. +
+ + + + + + + +
(Lyon County. Herald.)
Columbus Aliso') has gone to Rye
Straw to count his five hogs.
Mualoet Ridge ,which lies off to the
east of Hogwallow, has proved, itself
to be very fertile by growing some
corn so tall that the m400n is an hour
late in rising over llogwallow.
Wash Hocks drank a bottle of red
ink Tuesday end celebrated his birth-
day by tearing up a lemonade stand
at a barbecue near Tickville,
A cloud settled directly over Tobe
Mosely's pond .Griday morning and
when it lifted' itself and floated off
the pond was dry. We may expect
rain very soon.train "Jim'. Watson, the only rival
Once upon a long time ago a very.of the great Sherlock 'Holmes, Lecocg bad boy sat boldly up in school andand Poe's Dispin, who have led all the Iate several green apples ,which paineddetectives of fact and fiction. Look- the teacher very much.ing at Wjatson it would seem.' The assistant coroner has been in-to The beholder that he was gazing
at an ordinary human I:mink._ That
is, however, an error. Since the first
(lay of Janattry Watson has arrested
315 boys. This is more than any of
the bravest of Chicagos' policemen
can boast. Yesterday he 'made his
largest haul, fifteen boys at one time.
Watson's deductions are remark-
able. Had this not been the case the
haul just mentioned would never have
been made. The case was declared
to be the most remarkable in years.
The facts are as follows: A piano,
an innocent baby grand, had been as-
saulted. The culprit or culprits were
unknown. The assault took place mys-
"terionsly• Miss Walsh, a- teachaer Tit
the MacAllister school, 'was the first
to make the discovery. The piano,
which the day before had been in
the best of spirits, was found minus
all three pedals and six or more keys.
The room sheweat \Zit?! signs of a
Signs of a St e.
struggle. The pane of glass in the
A gang from here has gone to inves-assembly roam door was broken,
tigate the rumor.large enough space being made to al.
The mail carrier will not take the
SOLVES A
SCHOOL MYSTERY
SLEUTH FOR BOARD OF EDU-
CATION A MARVEL AT
DEDUCTION.
B This Process He Learns Who
Batters Baby ("rand Piano—
Boys Arrested.
Chicago, Sept. 22.—To the discredit
of the Chicago police it was left for
the board of education to discover and
low a hand to pass through and turn
the door knob. It was evident that
entrance had been gained through the
«nor which could thus be opened.
In this state the caae was turned
over to Watson. special agent of the
board of education. He lost no time
in following up all the clews. -He not-
ed first that the condition of the piano
was aueh 'hat ere., Pat!Irewski could
not have azroluced tae efa - ct without
the use a some weapon other than
Ilia hands. This waa less of a discos:-
cry than a deduction. The fact that
the pedals and six keys were gone and
that the top of the piano was dented
formed the basis of This reasoning.
From this to the conclusion that some
heavy, blunt instrument was em-
ployed in th• brutal assatilt was but
short step.
The detective next searched he
teaching force ,but found noacrow-
bars, jimmies or blackjacks. "Per-
haps," he thought, "I do wrong to
suspect the teachers, it must have
been some of the boys." The form
of the weapon was still in doubt. The
great detective finally found that there
were dumb-bells and Indian clubs in
the school. Ile measured the dents
and cried with glee. "Dumb-bells!"
Astonishes the Bystanders.
The admication of the bystanders
wa. openly expressed. As is always
:he case, the great detective, when
apparently near a solution, frowned
and said that the case was far from
clear .
"It remains to show the motive, the
animus which promoted this atrociosta
crime. It remains to show the boys
who have been using the fire eseape
is a plaything."
Ths latter was a new and fearful
eomplication. The depravity which
it displayed gave a new light on the
nature of the culprits. It showed
clearly that they must be frivolotra
No real burglar woald have touched
the piano. but more conclusive than
this, no burglar would slide down a
spiral fine escape for pleasure.
This seems trivial .but it proved) the
key which solved the mystery. The
culprits were boys. He watched the Jul
escape. He noticed foot prints made
by bar't feet and the whole case w Vs
clear. "The boys," he thought, arrnist
climb up the fire escape and slide
down. They take off their abodes, go
that they can get a foothold as they
climb up inside."
Detective Watson seized two boys
and they. confessed. implicating rhir,-
teen others. The confession .which
week and will return a report separ-. I
thing. We used to start at the bot-
tom and take off our shoes and
to ale toe end "len •Ia'a "TI'
was fine till we found that it was get-
ting old We bad been at it three
weeks. Then the piano began to look
tempting. It seemed treats that if we
could not play it with our fingers ave
might use it as a drum. We got some
dumb-I:jells and found that the ma-
chine, although not playing in time.
made a pleasing noise The harder we
.pounfled, the more noise."
wow.. ••••-•-•••1".
atasallokb
vated to make a talk at the Wild On-
ion school Friday evening, and, the
Excelsior Fiddling band has been
ha•ed to play untila he gets through
talking.
Yam Sims and Miss Fruzie Allsop
strialeva over to the Hog Ford grave-
yard this. week after a basket of pos-
sum. grapes. Wk also took our buck-
et and went over and from what we
could. gather Yam and her are going
to get married right soon .
Luke Mathewslas' drawg has been
barling at the dawg star for several
nights and was shot by the deputy
constable. He will be burred under
the idnewood tree near - the—Dog Hill
church.
Fit Smith came in this morning in
his wagon, to which was attached
four steers, with one of the biggest
punkin lies ever brought to Hog-
wallow. He says they have a punkin
at Gander Fork that is so large it
makes the moon look like a buckshot.
mail hag to Tickville this time, bet
will probably leave it on the stump
just this side of Gander creek, as
that stream is inundated by the recent
overflow occasioned by a superabund-
ance of rain. He stands in with the
government and kinder does as he
pleases.
Raz Barlow went to ace Miss Flu-
tieBekhcr at Gander Ford Thursday
night and would have stayed longer
but did not know what else to say.
The Dog Hill preacher will start a
protracted meeting in a few days. lie
has a large list of followers, many of
whr get stirred up at every meetinghe starts.
DEAD CLERK'S LOSS GROWS
.Expert's Figures May Show F. H.
1 Welton's Frauds Are Larger.
—
Catnbridge, lila Sept. 22.---The
shortage of the late Frank H. Wel-
ton, for thirty-seven years county
clerk of Henry county, it is now
claimed, will be greater than the $30,-
000 estimate of the vigilance corn-
mittee.
J. C. Brabbe, the expert account-
ant today discovered a number of an-
parent discrepancies along lines other
than those being in vestigated which
may swell the total shortage. On ac-
count of the developments and tfie
excitement in Henry county over the
disclosures, Mr. Grabbe refused to
make a preliminary report today. He
expects to complete his work next
week and will then make a detailed
report.
Denies Spite Charges.
Almon H. lane of the investigating
committee has form:all) denied the
assertion of Welton's relatives that
the investi ation was resin ted bp p
spite and that the charges were un-
founded.
Three items representing a short-
age of $1,729.45 were made public to
explain the system used by the late
clerk in retaining the fees of his
office. The warrants are as follows:
y to, OW. $465. paid Aug. 1. 1895;
ate from that of Accountant Grabbe.
The vigilance committee, according
to its chairman, A. H. Linn, intends
to push its investigation to the end
deapite objections of citizens who
wish the matter left to the super-
visors.
Laxity on the part of the finance
committee of the supervisors in
auditing accounts is charged by the
chairman.
"We intend to carry this investi-
gation through and the final shortage
will run up into the thousands," he
said. "The board of supervisors
could have known all this if they had
paid: attention to their work and not
RNEM et BAILEY
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTHJUST AS PRESENTED IN THE NATION'S METROPOLISWhere, During Its Phenomenal Inaugural Season of Five Weeks It Exhibited to More Than a Half Million Delighted Spectators, and Again Proved Itself to be
The Wide World's Mightiest Amusement Inst:tuonEqually at Home In Europe and America—In Close Touch WithEvery Source of Original Arenic Endeavor, and Always the First toPresent the Newest and Latest Novelties in Circus Diyertisement.Has Introduced Every Big Foreign Feature to America cMaintains ItaOwn European Agencies, and Pays More Money for Top-Line ActsThan All Other Shows Combined. It is Not a Mere Show—It is a Uni-versity of Marvels—A National Institution of UniVersal Wonders.










Now Seen for the First Time
in America.
ITS LIKE HAS NEVER BEFORE EXISTEDFirst Time of the New and Dazzling Military and Allegorical Spectacle, Foundedon the Russo-Japanese War—
A Gigantic, Gorgeous and Gloriously-Vibrtuit Pic-ture of Military and Mythological Pageantry--For-tunes Expended in Rich, Royalco..t.unes andB rilliantly-BeaLtifu 'snot y of War—Hundreds of Correctly Uniformed Soldiers,.f All Nat i011S— 41Iperb Impersonations of the Goddesses of Liberty and ,Peace, at-t.qD10 i by Reg.. i I y-Apparelled Maids-in-Waiting and Fair Trumpeters, in Great,Golden Cars of State, with Scores of Handsomely-Caparisoned Horses, Elephants and other LedAnimals—
A Resplendent Roving Pictureof Life, Color and Pageantry
THE DASHING, DIVING, DEVIL-
WAGON'S FATEFUL FLIGHT— S
PEA
NEW AUX ATTRACTIONS FROM EVERYWHEREPresentee in Three Rings, on Two Stages, in Mid-Air and Upona Huge Hippodrome Racing Track, Under theLargest Tents Ever Constructed.100 *STS BY 300 WORLD.PAMOUS ARTISTSIWO People-500 lionies-5 Trains of Cars-12 Acres of Tents—Three Herds of Performing Elephanta-100 Cages of Rare WildBeasts—Only Herd of Giraffes—Record-Making Aerial Congress—Hero Horsemen and Superb Horsewomen—Acrobatic Marvels ofTwo Hemispheres—Special Children's Circus—Forty Funny ?IP", •Clowns—Biggest Man on Earth—ritual lest People That Live—sean.iinavian-Gypsy Dancers and Musicians—Real Roman Alp- 
'L. a
prat mine— leaving Glories of all Ages—Champion High-Jumpingand Long-Leaping Equine Tournaments—Priceless High-School .Bones. Ali told 
„':1"1"1413104,4614....1.,:•... as.
The Dip of Death
A Young Lady Looping the Gap in anAutomobile, Upside-Down—A Fascinat-ing, Fearful, Furore-Creating Sensation.Costs $100 a second, and is Worth It—Holds the Audience Spellbound, andSends the Crowds Away Tingling WithExcitement.
A GREAT BIG CIRCUS OF GREAT AND BIG FEATURESTwo Performances Daily, at 2 and 8 P. M. Doors Open One Hour Earlier for a Tour of the Menagerie, Museums, andSpecial Displays and for the Enjoyment of the Grand Promenade Concerts by Carl Clair's Famous Military Band.There will be no Street Parade. Incidentally a New and Sensational Free Show will be given on the ExhibitionGrounds at 11 A. M. and 5 P. M. Daily.Sonora! Admission. Including seat with foot-rent, 5Qe. Children under 10 Years. half-price.Reserved and Private Box Seats Petra, according to location. All tickets are numbered and have coupons attache&Private Box and Reserved Seats on Sale Show Day on the Grounds at the home of Opening 1 and 7 P. M., and duringthe day at the Down-Town Ticket Office at
MTHERSON'S DRUG ST3RE, 4th &Broadway.
taken ever-a-Ong fer granted. There I
is no political or personal spite work INSURE --""salga-
bchi9d this investigation. Suspicions I e.circumstances in the office instigated L.
it. The supervisors would not act. so
we did."
The motive advanced for Welton%
alleged defalcations after he had In-
herited a fortune from his father a
that he has:' grown accustomed to re-
taining fees whenever he needed the
money and that he had no fear of de-
tection on account of his prominence
and the fact that it had passed un-
noticed- for over thirty years.
Will Name His Successor.
The county central cumnettee will
meet Monday to appoint a successor
to Welton oil the county ticket. He
was renominated at the last primaries
for the clerkship. No one has yet
been nominated for the place.
Welton's children and his frierds
remain firm in the belief that the
supervisors' investigation will clear
the former clerk. An attorney has
been retained to protect thc:r in-
terests.
It is the intention of the vigilaroe
commiece on the other hand to ta;ve
their report to State's Attorney
Sturtz and request him to bring suit
against the estate' for any shortaae.
This report is expected to he randy
by Manday morning.
Ca:n*- Wife.
Some one rokea svaa - Cana,
wife? .tee krding to Ada-'r ahe loat
man. ta-nry. there was nohnde aa
Ceia ea marry. Charles Carro!'
smeo esen—,ays Cain marriel a da-.
woreer a hashee species of
whieb 'the world was peoped—ol,'
Adam }mettle been raised above the
animal. The ether, were negroes toe-
ated to serve the Adamic race. Gea
had feraidden the leahes r-' cc to mi.
in ,̂ arre:nee with ilarse mere Ileacts.
Cain •rerriol o-^ of them. ,hes.vever,
am! -••••:•• fe'l -nee air- I' •Iew
hi, I reo•ee. flea to the Find of
r •• 'f;•
a race oi a:Nletic but soulless being,.
There has been no evolution in rearaa
bet the ape has impravea
in 'Tarod and aapearance. But still a
curse attached to the mixing of the
Alainic race' with the'se ateeeendent •
of Cain—the colored race. Mr. Car,
roll says n•opl,: are crying nut that.
whisicy is the curve of our fair land.
but !'r says the rniixng of the race 
by far a worse curse—and that t1,-
blame and the shame 'are on tae
white Wcarean," in ale
Sunny South. 
Of course. every man understand..
that salvation is free until he stacks
up against a church fair.
The first scratch on her new flitaaa
tune is ap• to convince the .bride that








PDIJT H- Iii\IDERTAEING CO.*FUNf i• r.L Mi;i:.YT.ORS ANT.; EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110 203 205 S. Third
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, HOW OFTEN DOES
YOUR WIFE NOW KUM
'A 130X, Of TNESE
OlIJOOUS CONFEENINS?
4REP(NT:f AND NAN...YOUR






TEST "JIM CROW" LEW
Tern.. Sept. 22.-L-Bishop
C. H. Phillips, of toe colored Meth-
odist church with jurisdtiction over
nr.ei: Arkansas. Texas a: :I part
,•: New McxC1 Arizona, expects
deveir.ip what ir-iy be an interei-t-
ing cat•le in law. 1).(.Ause he and Li,
wile wcrc ejt.ct,q1 :iont a Pubm.,1
car, while on their way from Nash-
ville to Battle Creek, Mich. 'Bishop
Phillips states that he purchased a
tcket •himself without difficulty, but
when at Hopkinsville he and his wife
were ejected and put in the day coach
If his people will support 'him finan-





Affairs In Morocco In the Worst
Possible Condition.
-
Tangier. Morocco, Sept. 22.—The
situation it Morocco is becoming
daily more menacing. European
properties at Tatilet. Rif, Mogador,
Casablanca and even Tangier are
threatened. Natives are equipping
and organizing as if for a holy war,
and the Sultan's authority is non-
existant. The Sheiks in. the Mara-
kesh region have demanded' complete
autonomy. Up to now the Sulian has
succeeded in preventing the big
feudatories from uniting, but their
power is growing daily. They inter-
cept taxes, raise levies and expel
officials sent by the Sultan.
Raisuli has nearly recovered from
his recent illness.
Some men never accomplish any-
thing without a pacemaker.
The ladlis of the First Christian
Church will be pleased to fill any
,orders for paper flowers • for the
Horse Show. Call up Mrs. Frank L.
Scott or Mrs. .Geo. Wallace.
All members of Lodge No. .26,
Knights of Pythiac are requested to
la% present at Castle Hall. Sunday
,. rnorning, at to o'clock—Call meeting.






-prescriptions have been en-
trusted to the care of
our Prescription Depart-
ment. We are very much
gratified' by this enormous
patronage ,of the most im-
portant branch of our busi-
ness, and we wish to assure
the people of Pgdultali that
we are redovbling our ef-
forts to give' them the best
possible service.
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Asks Forfeitures of Charters of
Hotel Companies Calls Them
All That Is Bad.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 22.—In a
brief filed by the state today in the
French Lick- and West Baden cana-
1 l'ng resort cases, the attorney gen-
cral strikes out from the shoulder and
makes serious charges. He pleads
for the forfeiture of the characters of
the two hotel companies and says of
the French L;ck resort:
It is avowed to have contributed to
and encouraged the delinquency in
children who are allowed by it to
visit its sporting rooms, to squander
their money upon the gambling de-
vices; to witness the games of pro-
fessional gamblers; to mingle freely
with immoral characters who throng
this resort, and, in short, to inhale
moral miasma which pollutes the at-
CLAIMS CHECK
IS NO GOOD
JOHN TERRELL SAYS PAR:4ER
CHECK PROVED TO LE
WORTHLESS.
Rev. T. J. Owen Has Cow Up and
Chckens Stolen, All in Cue Night
—Looking for Co..ple.
Liveryman John B. Terrell of Jef-
ferson street yesterday notified the
police that the night before a man
giving the name of Thomas Parmer
hired a buggy and then borrowed
several dollars. In payment Farmer
gave Terrell a $7.50 check upon the
Bank of Commerce at Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Terrell claims the check proved
to be no good. and as result has
the officers looking for the man.
Going and Corning.
Rev. T. J. Owen of Harrison street
proved doubly unfortunate yesterday
morning, as he discovered that some-
time during the night before thieves
had entered his chicken house and
stolen several fine.fowls. Along alacut
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mosphere of this American
Carlo.
It invites and encourages sporting
men and women from all of the
United States to congregate at its
hotel. Artarchitecture. natural scen-
ery, the medicinal forces of nature,
the ingenuity of man—all are laid
under tribute to make this retired
spot delightful and attractive—and
for what?
It is not physical health, but moral
pestilence which this defendant de-
sires to impart. It is not to aoffrd
rest and recuperation, but to provide
all the excitement and intoxication of
gambling that • its establishment is
sumptuously decorated, and elabor-
ately. equipped.
It claims the right as a corporation
and because it is a corporation, to
carry on this demoralizing agency,
It) make the commission of crime
pact of its business and to do it
hvilh impunity. Nlot 'content with
wrong-doing it pretends to reform
and altramlon its illegal practices, can-
cels its lease and removes its games.
But with breach of faith in conson-
ince with its previous infidelity to the
state, it again opens its doors, wel-
comes the gambler, makes him teach-
er of his infamous trade to innocent
boys and girls and promises immun-
ity from arrest if he becomes its
guest.
FEAR MOROCCAN SITUATION
Madrid, Sept. 22.—Niewspapers here
:re of the opinion that the situation
ip Morocco is disquieting. El Patis
foresees that foreign intervention
will be necessary. the organization of
an international police being insuf;
ficient to preserve order.
UP IN ARMS AGAINST
THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
Glasgow, 14, Sept. 22.—Almost
every county in this part of the state
Which has- not heretofore hatrikohibi-
tion has or will hold an election un-
der jhe new county unit law passed
by the last legislature. lin ;'many
small towns where it seemed impos-
sible to get rid of open saloons, they
are fast wiping thes11/ out under the
new law. Cumberland. county will
hold an election in the near future.
A petition signed by 686 of the lagal
voters of that county has been pre-
sented to the judge of that county
afAcing that an' election be ordere,k1
,and held at variouv voting places for
lthe purpose of determining whether
or not the law. known as "the two-
mile law" now in force in that conn-
ty shall become inoperative.
Monte fact that the night before the city's
official cow catcher Lyurgus Rice had
found the minister's cow roaming the
streets about Seventeenth streets.
The animal had gotten away from
the heard. After paying the expense
incidental to its capture, the preacher
was permitted to claim the bovine.
Wheel Recovered.
Mr. John Williamson yesterday
found at his establishment a bicycle
that had been abandoned and notified
the police, who learned the bike be-
longed to Bob Curry, colored, who
had reported it as stolen.
Not Yet Located.
The police have not yet stscceeded
in locating Shellie Malhundro, whom
his wife claims ran away from home
with her sister, Miss Dovie Bradford.
The authorities thought they had,the
couple traced to Princeton, but this
clue proved a false one. MTS. MO
haindro's brothers have arrived from
Ballard county to render her assist
ance in tracing the couple. to,
CHIEF PLANS SHAKEUP
St. Louis, Mo.. Sept. 21.—Chief
Police Edmond P. Creecy, appointe,
by the board of police commissioner
to succeed Chief Matthew Kiely, wh
was yesterday dismissed from the pa
lice force as a termination of 'hi
trial on charges assumed office to
day.
Ch'ief Creecy said•that fc.r the pres
cnt there will be no radical change
in the police department, but he in-
timated that later there will be a
general- renovation.
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FOR SALE:—Fiity-two yards of
second hand linoleum, In good condi
tion, at your own price. Apply Just's
barb,r shop North Fourth street
l'hone 718 a, old and new 412. 6
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, 220
Kentucky Ave.
WANTED—One Front Room for
rent with board. Mrs. Rook 433
Clark St. 6t
FOR RENT: Nice large room at
South Third St.
i
FOR RENT—Eight room house at
Thirteenth and Broadway. Has bath.
I Ring 2255 old 'phone.
LOST—Watch fob, in box with
Nagel's label. Left on postoffice
desk. Return to Carnegie library.
WANTED TO RENT.—The two
story frame store house situated on
the corner of 16th and Tennessee
street. Residence up stairs. Good
stand for a grocery or drug store. Ap-
ply to J. Biederman Grocery and Bak-
ery Co. 6t
..
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice at parties, dinners or any social
textures call Dick Logan, old phone
2352.
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of piano, ,
mandolin, guitar, and voice culture.
Studio 119 north Thirteenth street
tear Broadway. Conservatory metodt
FOR RENT-5 room house with
bath and sewerage connections 423
Adams street. Apply 10 302 N. 7th
Sr Phone 1325.
FURNITURE bought and sold
,Williams, 538 South Third street,
New phone epooA.
WANTED--Good man in each
county to represent and advertise
hardware department .put out sam-
ples. Salary $21 weekly. Expense
money adIvanced. Dept. A, The Co-
lumbia House, Chicago.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
371 South Third street on short no
t cc.
•
WANTED FOR U. 5. ARMY—
1
Able-bodied unmarried men between
izies of al and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ely to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
wond House, Paducah, Ky.
Notice to Traveling Public.
Please take notice that outbound
passenger trains for Cairo and Brook-
port will not be stopped at Eleventh
and Broadway. Inbound trains will
make this stop.
T. J. DONOVAN,
Agent, I. C. R. R.
I
1 CHURCH ATTACKS DECREE
,
/ Bishop of Cordova Scores Authoriza-
tion of Civil Marriages.
;
- Madrid, Sept. 22.—The bishop al
Cordova has issued a pastoral lette-
- of extreme violence against the royal
' • -ecree autnorizing civil marriages.
:Count Romanones, the minister of
justice, has decided to act firmly in
the matter.
The Greatest Books et
the Year
Tides of Baruegat (F. Hopk.nson Smith) 
The Fighting Chance (Robert W. Chambers) . 1  20
Coniston (Winston Churchill)  , 1.20Jane Cable (Geo. Barr, McCutchen) . 1.20
Rock in the Baltic (Robert Barr) . . 50c
The Lad, Evelyn (Max Pemberton)  •SoDoc Gordon (Mary E. Wilkinh)  .50
These books are the biggest sellers in the United States and
001Dt of them can be had in Paducah only at our store.
D.f.Wilson at IN boursDepartment Store
he Place for Late Books, Mew Music and Fine Stationery. 
4t
b.Abram L. Weil de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 726
We have on hand
For Sale: -
3 Horse Power Motor.
s Horse Power Motor.
5T/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street
B. Michael Thepa Onlyw  n Lnsed
IN THE LEAD
briceoket.
:n the city—money loaned on all valuables at the
business strictly confidential.
'owest interest—all
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as L. C. Smiths--Parker-La Feever etc. We have th.• Remington automatic shot gun.
Also BargainS in ab
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line ofmusical instruments in the city. We also have a complete stock 0traveling bags—prices are right.zzz Broadway sir.
Subscribe For The Register
GENUINE TRADE WATER CO A L
Lump 12c Nut 11c.
REAL PITTSBURG
Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
Le4islhave your order now
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office Second and Ohio.
Issorporstsd.
Bot:IT elephones 254.
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